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ABSTRACT

Gas-cooled reactor (GCR) is being developed under the Next Generation Nuclear
Plant Program (NGNP) in nuclear engineering studies. As the world searches for an
energy source with high energy density, clean, abundant, and storable nature to avoid
global warming issues, GCR seems to be a promising solution, particularly the possibility
of producing hydrogen. Studying and developing the safety analysis and GCR
technologies are required for the optimum design and safety of GCR system. Multiphase
Reactors Engineering and Applications Laboratory (mReal) at Missouri University of
Science and Technology (S&T) has developed a natural convection heat transfer test
facility with one riser and one downcomer between two plena to investigate loss of flow
accident scenario (LOFA) for a prismatic very high temperature reactor (VHTR). Using
advanced heat transfer coefficient probe and T-thermocouples. The facility represents a
scaled down prismatic modular reactor with a reference to High-Temperature Test
Facility at Oregon State University (OSU-HTTF). The natural circulation heat transfer in
terms of temperature fields and heat transfer coefficients across the core of current
facility (i.e., channels) has been investigated at different conditions to understand the
passive safety features of prismatic modular reactors (PMR). This dissertation advance
knowledge and understanding of the intra core natural circulation phenomenon in the
PMRs. Moreover, fill the gaps in the open literature and understanding of the natural
circulation heat transfer and gaseous dynamics in the prismatic VHTR and provide
experimental benchmark data, which is much needed and is missing in the literature for
verification and validation.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol

Description

hi

Local instantaneous heat-transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)

havg

Time-averaged local heat-transfer coefficients (W/m2 K)

k

Thermal conductivity of helium (W/m K)

L

Length of the riser channel (m)

N

Number of data points

qi

Local instantaneous heat flux (W/m2)

Z/L

Dimensionless axial position

TS

Channel inner surface temperature

h� L

Average values of the heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)

Ɩ

Characteristic length (m)

�b
T

Axial average value of air bulk temperature

Tb

Coolant bulk temperature

����L
Nu

Average Nusselt number.

�S
T

Axial average value of inner surface temperature

�f
T

Average film temperature

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. OVERVIEW
A gas-cooled nuclear reactor (GCR) is the one, which typically uses graphite
moderator and carbon dioxide or helium gas as the coolant. Helium is preferable than
CO2 as is it more efficient and highly resistant to corrosion although CO2 is much
cheaper. On the other hand, helium need purification prior to entering the reactor as any
impurity may cause direct corrosion at high temperatures especially in Very High
Temperature Reactors (VHTR) [1]. The GCR is a fundamental configuration of nuclear
reactors, which appeared in generation I of nuclear systems. The Magnox reactors in the
United Kingdom and the Uranium Naturel Graphite Gaz (UUNG) reactor developed by
France were two main types of generation I with gas cooling. Both reactors used CO2 as
the coolant fluid. In the UK, the Magnox was replaced by the advanced gas-cooled
reactors (AGR), which is an improved generation II gas-cooled reactors. In France, the
UUNG was replaced by the Pressurized water reactor (PWR) [2]. There are many nuclear
reactors classified as GCR such as; Heavy Water Gas Cooled Reactor (HWGCR), Gascooled Fast Reactors (GFS), Gas Turbine Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR), High
Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors (HTGR), and Very High Temperature Reactors
(VHTR). It is noteworthy to mention that, the VHTR term refers to 1000 ℃ or above
outlet coolant temperature. This term is typically used to refer to the next stage in the
development of HTGRs [1].
The history of GCR begins with the graphite moderated and air-cooled X-10
reactor, which was developed at Oak Ridge, Tennessee and went critical in 1943 [1]. This
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reactor was capable of generating 3.5 MW. The first HTGR was the Dragon reactor. The
commissioning work of this reactor started in 1959 in the UK [1]. This reactor reached its
full-power in 1966, and operated until 1974. It produced 20 MW of heat and did not have
an electricity generator circuit. In Germany, the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor
(AVR) plant construction, which was based on pebble bed concept, was also started in
1959. It was a 15 MW power plant and operated for 12 years until cancellation. The first
prototype in USA, was based on the design with prismatic fuel, was Peach Bottom Unit
1. It was commissioned in 1967 and operated until 1974 generating 40 MW of electricity
[1]. The USA was the first country to generate electricity using an HTGR power plant.
Following the successful prototype HTGR plants, larger plants were constructed to
further study the commercial viability of the HTGR concept. In the USA, the Fort St.
Vrain (FSV) began to produce electricity in 1976 and was not declared commercial until
1979. In Germany, the successor nuclear plant, which is Thorium High Temperature
Reactor (THTR-300), was ordered in 1970. It was based on the pebble bed concept. In
1985 it was connected to the electrical grid producing 300 MW of electricity and
operated until 1989 as it was subsidized by the government because of the safety
regulator and other technical problems encountered during plant operation although all
repairs were completed in February 1989 [1]. Afterwards, Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) began construction of the High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor
(HTTR) in Japan in 1991. In 2000, the construction of High Temperature Gas-Cooled
Reactor Test Module (HTR-10), which was developed by the Institute of Nuclear Energy
Technology (INET), was completed in China. Both reactors are considered the state of art
in the HTGR design, with the HTTR using prismatic block fuel and the HTR-10 using
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pebble fuel concept. The most recent attempt to develop a commercial VHTR based on
pebble fuel concept started in South Africa in 1998 but in 2010 the final closure of the
program was declared after the expenditure of a large amount of South Africa public
money on the project. On the other hand, the US (General Atomics) and Russian
Federation program cooperated to develop the prismatic fuel based GT-MHR and
brought it into operation by 2010. The HTGR coolant temperatures for previously
mentioned different reactors are shown in Figure 1.1 [1,2].

Figure 1.1. HTGR coolant outlet temperature [1]
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Interest in GCR has been renewed, and a number of HTGR designs have been
developed for near-term deployment (i.e., generation III+ reactors). These include the
Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) project, led by Eskom, and the Gas Turbine
Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHT), which composed of a prismatic core. The renewal
interest is attributed to the successful commercial scale deployment of carbon dioxide
cooled reactor developed in UK. The success of these reactors motivates subsidy of the
VHTR, which is the evolution design of previous GCR. The VHTR is characterized by
the ability to produce very high coolant temperature, which exceeds 1000 ℃ and is
planned to reach 1500 ℃ in the long term as shown above in Figure 1.1. It is one of the
six reactors released by the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) and it is expected to
be the final design of this generation of nuclear systems [1].
Generation IV reactors (Gen IV) are a set of theoretical nuclear reactor designs
currently being researched. Most of these designs not expected to be available for
commercial constructions before 2030. Generation IV International Forum (GIF) was set
up in the early 2000s, at the initiative of the US Department of Energy. The role of GIF is
to advance research and development on the design of nuclear energy systems for future
applications. These systems include fast neutron reactors cooled by sodium (SFR), lead
(LFR) or helium gas (GFR); very-high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (VHTR);
supercritical-water-cooled reactors (SCWR) and molten salt reactors (MSR). One of the
more immediate benefits of this international collaboration is the sharing of research
outcomes among the signatories of each system agreement as well as a more general
exchange of information; but the conceptual designs under development also benefit from
the discussions taking place among scientists and engineers from different backgrounds
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and experience. The current status and different project arrangements for Gen IV
different systems are shown in Figure 1.2 [3]. Gen IV reactors are supposed to be more
safe, secure, sustainable, competitive, and versatile than previous generation reactors.
Enhanced safety is one of the major design criteria for Generation IV reactors, made all
the more important by the recent accident at Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. It is
for this reason that GIF has set up a special task force to develop “safety design criteria”
– in essence, design-independent safety requirements or options proposed by technology
developers. The focus for Gen IV systems is on the usage of inherent safety features and
designs. Sustainability means that Gen IV has the ability to meet the present and future
energy needs for next generations. Economic goals focus on reducing operating and
capital costs through increased efficiency, design simplification, and advances in
fabrication and construction techniques. The high outlet temperature of the Gen IV
systems (i.e, especially VHTR) affords high efficiency (i.e., >50%) electrical generation
and the use of nuclear power for potential process heat applications, especially carbonfree hydrogen production using nuclear heat. Hydrogen production is a major potential
use for Gen IV systems as it is the key element for the future US energy policy for
reduced carbon emissions and increased energy independence. The long term vision of
the GIF is to allow a 600 MWe VHTR dedicated to hydrogen production to produce 2
million cubic meters of hydrogen per day. This amount of energy is equivalent to 160,000
gallons of gasoline per day. The production of hydrogen may be carried out by using one
of the following methods; steam reformation methane, electrolysis, or thermochemical
cycles. Utilizing the high temperature effluents from VHTR as industrial process heat is
one of the targeted applications in GIF. Nuclear Process Heat (NPH) range from
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desalination and district heating on the low-end of the temperature scale to iron and glass
manufacture on the high-end as shown in Figure 1.3 [1, 4].

Figure 1.2. Gen IV projects [3]
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1.2. GAS COOLED REACTOR
The concept of the gas cooled reactors in the UK began with two air cooled
graphite moderated reactors commissioned at Harwell in 1947 and 1948 by the United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Then UK used Carbon dioxide as a coolant in the 11
commercial ‘Magnox’ power plants and the 7 commercial advanced GCRs [2]. Helium
was used in the Dragon reactor, which was completed in 1964 and operated until 1974.

Figure 1.3. Nuclear process heat applications and required temperatures [1]
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This reactor produced 20 MW of heat and did not have an electricity generation
circuit [2, 5, 6]. Germany has a long history with HTGR that based on pebble bed
concept. The Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor (AVR) in Julich was sponsored by 16
municipal utilities in 1959. Construction began in 1961 and the reactor went into
operation in 1966. This reactor is considered the first helium-cooled high temperature
plant which used pebble-shaped fuel elements. This feature of fuel design enables
continuous change and feed of new fuel material during ongoing operation with no need
to shut down the plant. This reactor arrangement includes the arrangement of the steam
generator above the core. The AVR consists of a pebble bed with 100,000 fuel elements.
It is cylindrical and surrounded on all sides by a graphite reflector. The steam generator is
situated above the reactor core and is shielded by the upper graphite reflector. Cold
helium is transported through the reactor by blowers and is fed into the steam generator
in a heated state. The helium returned to the lower reactor system, where the blowers are
situated, in a cooled state [7, 8]. Some of the results and investigations on the AVR
reactor is found in [9]. Then the German government subside the THTR-300 (300 MWe)
pebble bed reactor. This reactor is a stream cycle plant for the generation of electric
power. The heat generated in the reactor core of the helium-cooled, graphite-moderated,
high-temperature reactor is transported via the helium gas coolant circuit to the steam
generators where the heat is taken over by the steam/feedwater circuit and transferred to
the turboset. The commissioning program with its results and operational experience are
shown in [10].
Fort St. Vrain (FSV) is the first nuclear system in the USA to use a prestressed
concrete reactor vessel (PCRV). This reactor, which was completed in 1967, was
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designed and constructed by the General atomic company. This reactor uses U-235 as the
fissile material, Th-232 as the fertile material, graphite as the moderated, cladding
structures, and reflector and helium as the primary coolant. The graphite structure is a
hexagonal prism. The helium coolant flows down through the reactor core and emerges to
flow directly to the steam generators to convert water into superheated steam which then
fed to main turbine generator to generate electricity [11]. More details about the
performance of the FSV reactor could be found in [11-15].
The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) designed and constructed
the high temperature engineering test reactor (HTTR) in order to establish and upgrade
the technology basis for the HTGR and develop the technology for high temperature heat
applications. The reactor construction started in 1991. The HTTR is a helium-cooled and
graphite-moderated HTGR with a thermal power of 30 MW and a maximum reactor
outlet coolant temperature of 950 ℃ [16]. This reactor is considered the basis for the
design of GTHTR300. The GTHTR300 is a high temperature gas cooled reactor with a
gas turbine electric generation system. Its design and commission was started also by
JAERI in 2001. More details about GTHTR300 design phases and application is found in
[17, 18]. The reactor core of HTTR consists of hexagonal fuel blocks, control rod guide
blocks and replaceable reflector blocks as shown in Figure 1.4. The design features of
this reactor is shown in great detail in [16, 19]. Also, the development of the high
temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) fuel in Japan is mentioned in [20].
The Modular High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor concept which was proposed
originally as the ‘HTR-Module’ by Siemens German in 1979, shown in Figure 1.4, was
applied to the HTR-10. These preliminary design features involve; the use of spherical
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pebbles which are capable of retaining all radiologically relevant fission products up to
fuel element temperatures of 1600 ℃.
Generally, graphite moderator is used in the core of the reactor to moderate the
fast neutrons so as to the nuclear fission reaction criticality is maintained. The core of the
HTR-10 is formed as a pebble bed with 27,000 spherical fuel elements. The pebble bed
reactor is considered for its merit of continuous discharge of spent spherical fuel elements
without shutting down the reactor, which can increase the reactor operation availability.

Figure 1.4. Reactor core structure of HTTR [16]
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Helium gas coolant moves downwards through complex interconnected network
of voids formed between pebbles and removes the heat from the fuel [21, 22]. The fuel
pebbles drop into the reactor core and moves downward under the gravitational effect and
then discharged from the bottom of the reactor. Then the fuel pebbles pass through
defective fuel separator and the burn-up measurement facility one by one. The defective
fuel elements and the scrap fragments should be sorted and dropped into the scrap
contained. The fuel elements which have not reached the burn-up target (i.e., the amount
of fissile materials in it) will be recirculated into the reactor core, and the spent fuel
elements excessing the burn-up target will be discharged and transported into the spent
fuel discharge tank.
The advantages and disadvantages of PBR are mentioned in Table 1.1. South
Africa spent huge expenditures on pebble bed modular reactor (PBMR) before subsiding
the project in 2009. The development of PBMR, proposed by Eskom, in South Africa
was announced in 1998. The design features of the core are shown in Figure 1.5 The
design features and operational experiences is similar to the features mentioned in
previous parts for HTR-10 as China developed HTR-10 with guidance of AVR and
PBMR [2, 23].
The PBMR is considered the reference design for NGNP pebble-based VHTR
reactor configuration. The Gas Turbine Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) is a nuclear
fission power reactor design under development by a group of Russian enterprises
(OKBM Afrikantov, Kurchatov Institute, VNIINM and others), an American group
headed by General Atomics, French Framatome and Japanese Fuji Electric.
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Table 1.1. Advantages and disadvantages of PBR [23]

It is a helium cooled, graphite moderated reactor and uses TRISO fuel compacts
in a prismatic core design. This reactor is considered the reference reactor for NGNP
prismatic conceptual VHTR. The GT-MHR couples a gas-cooled modular helium reactor
(MHR), contained in one vessel with a high efficiency Brayton cycle gas turbine (GT)
which is contained in an adjacent vessel as shown in Figure 1.6 and core construction in
Figure 1.7. The helium coolant is heated in the reactor core by flowing downward
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through coolant channels in graphite fuel elements and then through the cross-vessel to
the power conversion system. Heated helium from the reactor expands through the gas
turbine to drive the generator and gas compressors.

Figure 1.5. Core configuration of PBMR [23]

The use of Brayton cycle provides 48% efficiency which is higher than light
water reactor nuclear plants. The GT-MHR has two active heat removal systems, the
power conversion system and a shutdown cooling system that can be used for the
removal of decay heat. The shutdown system is the reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS)
surrounding the reactor vessel. The reactor was designed to permit the removal of decay
heat via thermal radiation from the vessel, and conduction into the walls. More details
about the GT-MHR is found in the [24-28].
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Figure 1.6. GT-MHR core design [24]
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Figure 1.7. Core construction [24]

1.3. ACCIDENT ANALYSIS OF GAS COOLED REACTORS
The modular high temperature gas reactor depend strongly on passive decay heat
removal in the case of accident scenario or in the case of absence of active heat removal
system in which the core heat decay is transferred to and through pressure vessel and to
RCCS (Reactor Cavity Cooling System) in reactor cavity by conduction, radiation , and
natural convection. Important classification of accidents scenarios with all different
reasons in parallel with recommended protection is presented in IAEA publication [29].
According to IAEA, accident analysis for modular high temperature gas reactors
are classified in two categories based on frequency or by type.
•

Classifications of events by frequency
The classifications of modular HTGR events by frequency can be investigated by

two approaches based on the philosophy of safety margin. In the first approach which is
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called deterministic approach, an event initiator is used as event frequency while the
second approach is known as probabilistic approach (scenario frequency) that implement
the event sequence and take in consideration the probability of failure and success of
proposed events regarding the used equipment and operator in the plant [30-32]. Figure
1.8 shows a sample classification of events by frequency and consequence (dose) in
which the events which have a high frequency uncertainties involve significant
uncertainties in used models, data, and technical basis in analysis of accidents events.
Both approaches; deterministic and probabilistic approach are common in safety analysis
of modular high temperature gas reactor [32].
•

Classifications by grouping of events by type
Individual accidents events that could be take place in the modular HTGR can

come from combination of plant operational state (event sequence) or individual
initiating event of the same type. The grouping can be built on dominating a phenomena
taking place during accident scenario such as:
•

Pressurized loss of forced convection

•

Depressurized loss of forced convection

•

Depressurized loss of forced convection with air ingress

•

Core coolant bypass flow and crossflow

•

Process plant coupling event

•

Load change event

•

Water steam ingress
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Figure 1.8. Sample classification of events by frequency and consequence (dose) [32]

1.3.1. Pressurized Loss of Forced Convection (P-LOFC or PCC). The PCC is
an accident boundary remains close to normal operations and no depressurization or air
ingress exists. Natural circulation is the primary mode of heat transfer during this event in
the core which results in flow and temperature reversal. So PCC is the initiator of natural
circulation [33, 34]. Natural circulation is the primary mode of heat transfer during this
event in the core which results in flow and temperature reversal. So PCC is the initiator of
natural circulation. PCC is associated with:
•

Flow and temperature reversal (Due to natural circulation)

•

Low flow

•

Core coolant bypass flow
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•

Viscosity and friction effect for coolant

•

The hottest region in the reactor will be in the upper plenum

•

Radiant mode of heat transfer from upper plenum (top of core) to the vessel head

•

Significant hot spots
There are many postulates that can be a reason for initiation the PCC scenario

such as loss of power supply or loss of grid load, or failures of the primary circulating
equipment (helium circulators or turbo machines):
•

Complete loss of flow.
The PCC scenario is initiated by a complete loss of gas flow, where the forced

convection through the core is lost. It is postulated that as the gas inertia decreases, the
flow through some core channel will begin to reverse and move into a situation of intracore recirculation. The flow pattern of the intra-core circulation is introduced in next
sections.
•

Outlet duct break.
This accident scenario is simulated by Oregon State University’s HTTF facility

by opening a valve between the inlet and the outlet ducts. This would allow a
recirculation to establish. Results of this simulation is reported in the literature [34].
Failure of a single train of reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS) is single train
RCCS failure is also simulated by HTTF. In this case, PCC is initiated by the loss of
flow with failure of single train of PCC. HTTF RCCS is comprised of eight water
cooling sections, where each section is considered as single train, each section is fed by
its own inlet and outlet valve piping system. When one train is lost, this initiate the PCC
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event leading to asymmetrical in core temperature. Results of these tests are also reported
in INL/EXT-12-24701 [34].
1.3.2. Depressurized Loss of Forced Convection (D-LOFC or DCC). Loss of
forced circulation with depressurization conditions may come from break in the pressure
boundary of the system such as large leaks or ruptures in the piping and connection
system. The D-LOFC involves some sort of reactor coolant system break which allow the
primary coolant to leak into the cavity of the reactor. The D-LOFC with air ingress is
classified a separate event because not all break in the pressure system with
depressurization scenario can lead to significant air ingress in the core [35,36]. There are
many reasons that can be consider the initiator for break of pressure.
•

Double ended inlet-outlet crossover duct break.
The DCC event is initiated by the break of the concentric inlet and outlet ducts

which allow for flow between both plena and the reactor cavity
•

Inlet crossover duct break.
The DCC event is initiated by the break of the annular inlet duct which allows for

flow between the upper plenum and the reactor cavity.
•

Pressure relief valve break.

•

Control rod drive nozzle break.
1.3.3. Depressurized Loss of Forced Convection with Air Ingress. The air

ingress is a different scenario from DCC scenario. The air ingress is initiated by large
enough break with a high enough rate of depressurization which consequently lead to air
ingress into the vessel. The oxygen in the air oxidizes the graphite structure in the
moderator and reflector and components within the vessel, and to the fuel particles
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(TRIOS), and degrades structural integrity of the internal pressure vessel structure and the
core through a chemical reaction with oxygen, this can lead to accumulation of explosive
in the reactor and can potentially lead to a total damage. In addition to, the Air ingress
events are categorized as low probability events [29, 33, 38-42] presented an example for
simulation and investigation of air ingress scenario simulation for modular HTGR under
different operating conditions and oxidation of graphite by oxygen. The reasons of air
ingress:
•

Double-ended inlet-outlet crossover duct break

•

Break of the coaxial hot and cold ducts that connect the rector to the power
system.
The types of air ingress [43]:

•

Air ingress by lock-exchange flow
This type is initiated by flow of cold air to the bottom of hot duct to produce

counter current flow through the hot duct in lower plenum to generate a cold plume
which is responsible for a head waves that moves back and forth along bottom of lower
plenum consequently promote mixing. As the times goes the lower plenum is filling with
a cold air and interface with the hot helium in the core of reactor, this thermally interface
is considered as the starting point of the molecular diffusion of air into the helium as
shown in Figure 1.9.
•

Air-ingress by molecular diffusion
The molecular diffusion comes subsequent to the lock-exchange flow due to the

thermal interface between the cold air and the hot helium which stays above stagnant
volume of air. Over time the cold air will diffuse into the hot helium and similarly the hot
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helium will diffuse into the cold air so we have a mixture of helium-air mixture which is
lighter than the cold air alone. The mixture will travel by counter-current flow through
the top of hot duct and flows out to the environment as shown in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.9. Lock-exchange mixing in VHTR [43]
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1.3.4. Core Coolant Bypass Flow and Crossflow. The types of core coolant
bypass accident scenario in very high temperature reactors will discussed in following
section.
1.3.4.1. Core coolant bypass. One of the most importance phenomena that could
take place in the core of prismatic VHTR is coolant bypass flow which takes place in the
interstitial regions among blocks of fuel and reflectors due to presence of gaps between
the neighboring fuel and reflector blocks.

Figure 1.10. Air ingress by molecular diffusion on the hot and cold side of VHTR [43]
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These gaps come from tolerances in fabrication and installation of the graphite
blocks, in addition to, thermal expansion and radiation effect has a significant effect on
geometry change of blocks and producing gaps. Flow in these gaps are called bypass
flow and are significant for reactor safety analysis.
1.3.4.2. Cross flow. Groehn [44] was the first one to do experiment to investigate
the cross flow in the gap region and he found out that the cross flow could lead to 72%
reduction in coolant flow. There are a lot of studies conducted focusing on the cross flow
and bypass and their effect on fuel cooling and hotspots in the core of VHTR [45-57].
Figure 1.11 shows the side view for bypass and cross flow in two blocks of prismatic
VHTR.

Figure 1.11. Side of prismatic core VHTR in case of bypass and cross flow [55]
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1.3.5. Process Plant Coupling Event. In the coupling of VHTR with a chemical
plant for producing hydrogen as an example, there are a lot of new risks resulting from
operation of VHTR reactor and from chemical plant of producing hydrogen or other
explosive and/or flammable products as well as toxic products. Due to all these risks CEA
put a specific safety approach that demonstrate the expectable accidents [58]. There are
two event to be considered in coupling VHTR with Hydrogen production plant as an
example, one is called ‘internal event or internal accidents’ which take in consideration the
change in mass and energy transferred between two plants in parallel with loss of physical
boundaries between the VHTR and chemical plant which is represented by transients and
break in pipes and in heat exchangers that taking place in the coupling circuit. The other
type of events is called ‘External event or external accident’ this type takes in consideration
the integrity of various equipment in plant such as emergency cooling system and VHTR
containment , this type induce an external impacts on boundaries between two plants. There
are few studies which focusing on coupling event of VHTR with hydrogen production plant
[59-61].
1.3.6. Load Change Event. Load change event can be included in normal
operation, and can be classified into two categories according to change in flow of coolant,
one is accompanying with transient flow and other with steady flow, during this event the
reactor trip does not occur and there is no failure in power conversion system which
connected to reactor system, this will lead to core power increase or decrease:
•

Load change associate with transient flow:
This event is initiated by reduction in flow of coolant or increase in the flow of

coolant by coolant (Helium) inventory or turbine by pass flow control. The load change
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due to reduction of flow is raised by 20% reduction in primary flow of coolant
consequently reduces the power of the core due to raise in average core temperature and
core outlet temperature will change and this promote the hot spots [62]. In addition to, the
load change event can be generated by an increase of the primary flow of the helium
(coolant) which increases the power of the core [63].
•

Load change associate with steady flow:
This event is initiated due to flow symmetry in upper and lower plena, in which

the core power reaches the steady state level and is balanced by reactivity feedback and
control rod, this event is characterized as steady power operation [63].
1.3.7. Water Steam Ingress. Water ingress into the core of the reactor is one of
the most important accident scenario for high temperature gas-cooled reactor during failure
of steam generator. The water-steam ingress is initiated by break in the steam generator i.e.
the steam generator loose its integrity, as a result of this the core filling with moisture and
is transported by circulating helium, in which the steam –water mixture enters the side
reflector and then passes to the top reflector and the reactor core. The water-steam ingress
has a two significant effects on the performance of the reactor, the first effect is related to
the corrosion of graphite of the reactor core and reflector which is classified as long-term
effect, which is effected by mass of water ingress. The second effect is the positive
reactivity insertion due to water ingress into the sub moderated reactor core which is
classified as short term effect. Positive reactivity insertion is determined by the rate of
water ingress into the reactor core [64]. Water-steam ingress accident is classified as rapid
and severe accident due to high pressure difference between the primary and secondary
circuit and positive reactivity.
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There are two probabilities for the location of rupture in the steam generator;
subcooled section or superheated section. The most common place of the break in the
steam generator is the subcooled section [64] based on concepts of thermodynamics and
heat transfer. Subcooled break will lead to flashing of the water into the primary circuit
of reactor, the subcooled water ingress could cause a temperature reduction close to the
break and consequently temperature and pressure reduction in the primary circuit. As
time progresses, the continuous flow of water will make the water in the primary circuit
to reach the saturation state in which the temperature decrease and the partial pressure
will increase after this the water starts to evaporates and a mixture of water and steam
flows to the core of reactor, but if the break occurred in the superheated section of steam
generator, we will have a different situation where the pressure and temperature will
increase in the primary circuit and steam remains in its state and flows to core. Siemens
Interatom studied the water ingress into the core of reactor through one tube double
ended rupture in the steam generator, they found out that this action produces 600 kg
water ingress into the primary circuit in the VHTR module [65,66]. The total water
inventory in the primary circuit can be limited to 3000 Kg for all possible break size in
modular high temperature gas reactor. Several studies investigated the water-steam
ingress for high temperature gas-cooled reactor [65-70].

1.4. LITERATURE REVIEW
1.4.1. Normal Scenario. Nakano et al. [45] presented three-dimensional
thermal and hydraulic analyses to show how a VHTR with an outlet temperature of 950
°C would function. They found that it requires 90% fuel flow fraction to function
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properly. Fuel flow fraction is defined as the core flow distribution in which the flow in
few moderator channels is upward while the flow in the rest of moderator channels is
downward.
Sato et al. [46] introduced a 3D computational fluid dynamic analysis conducted
on a 1/12 sector of a prismatic block of the core of a VHTR. This was done in order to
investigate the effect of the gaps within the blocks on the temperature distribution within
the reactor. They found that increasing the size of the block gaps decreases the outlet
temperature of the helium and increases the temperature gradient within the graphite
blocks [46].
The correlation 𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 = 𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 [1+ 0.57e-0.20(z/D)] was tested for model helium flow

and heat transfer in the coolant channels by Travis and El-Genk [48]. They found when
accounting for helium that flows through the gaps between fuel elements, or accounting
for helium flowing into the holes for the control rods, the edge temperature is reduced,
but the maximum temperature was observed close to the center of the fuel element due to
less helium flow in central cooling channels. [48].
Sato et al. [50] used three dimensional CFD calculations to see how inter-column
gap-width, turbulence model, axial heat generation profile, and geometry change from
irradiation-induced. They found that as the gap between fuel blocks increase, amount of
bypass flow increases. This causes hot spots to form in the reactor, which can increase
the maximum core temperature and the temperature variation throughout the reactor [50].
Simplified models have been proposed by Tak et al. [52] to calculate the
temperature of the fuel, graphite fuel blocks, and helium coolant. They found that there
are large temperature variations when there is a uniform power distribution throughout
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the fuel assembly. They also found that the unit cell approach was accurate when the
coolant flow between the fuel blocks is small. If the coolant flow between the blocks
increases, then the unit cell model greatly underestimates the reactor temperature [52].
Numerical simulation and turbulent convection heat transfer correlation for
coolant channels in a Very-High-Temperature Reactor is introduced by Travis and ElGenk [53]. They used a 3-D computational fluid dynamics numerical calculations to
develop a turbulent convection correlation for helium coolant flow in channels of a
prismatic core very high temperature reactor. They found that the local turbulent heat
transfer coefficient increases near the entrance of the coolant stream, but its effect
diminished once the coolant travels up the channel [53].
Wang et al. [55] introduced CFD analyses simulating the Texas A&M University
scaled down model of the GT-MHR to analyze only the fluid flow and mass flow rates.
The main thing to note is that as gap width between blocks increases then the mass flow
rate in the bypass flow significantly decreases and flow in the coolant channels
significantly increase [55].
Valentin et al. [71] investigated how the forced convection of the helium gas in
the VHTR changed between upward flowing stream and a downward flowing stream.
They found that a downward flow of the gas caused higher upstream temperatures and
lower downstream temperatures than an upward flow. This was because buoyancyinduced heat mixing caused higher convection heat transfer and lower wall temperatures
in the downstream for a downward flow [71].
Valentín et al [72] investigated helium flow laminarization at high temperature
and high pressure in a graphite flow channel. They found that there can be a significant
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reduction in the Reynolds’s number between the inlet and outlet of the channel. They also
found that flow laminarization occurs when the local Nusselt number decreased 20%
below the Nusselt number predicted by the modified Gnielinski correlation [72].
1.4.2. Pressurized Conduction Cool Down (PCC) and Depressurized
Conduction Cool Down (DCC) Accidents Scenario. The current work deal with the
experimental simulation of PCC and DCC, therefore there accident scenarios will be
discussed in little detail. Haque et al. [73] represent an earlier attempt at constructing a
thermal analysis of the VHTR using CFD code THERMIX. They found in all simulated
cases that peak fuel temperature would not exceed 1600 °C. However, for DCC peak fuel
temperature were much closer to 1600 °C which is considered as the design limits. For
this reason, subsequent work was focused on DCC. They also performed analyses with
varying inlet and outlet temperature to see how that would affect results. It appears that
raising the inlet or outlet temperature has a similar effect in raising the peak fuel
temperature. Neither inlet nor outlet temperature primarily control peak fuel temperature,
it is the combined effect of both [73].
Kim et al [35] investigated how changes in graphite properties would affect
maximum fuel and reactor pressure vessel temperatures. They found that reactor pressure
vessel maximum temperature is much less sensitive to graphite properties than core
temperature. In PCC accidents, changes in conductivity created greater response whereas
in DCC volumetric heat capacity was more sensitive parameter. The most interesting
result was that the reactor pressure vessel’s maximum temperature was positively
correlated with graphite conductivity. This observation is because heat transfer to the
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reactor pressure vessel RPV increases with conductivity more quickly than heat transfer
in a radial direction [35].
The Oregon State University (OSU) constructed a High Temperature Test Facility
(HTTF) as a scaled down model of the Modular High Temperature Gas Reactor
(MHTGR) [74]. The main purpose of the experiment was to compare the data during
DCC from the HTTF to the MHTGR. Further, they tested the RELAP5-3D computer
code to see if it accurately modeled the HTTF. The goal was that all predictions and
scaling would be accurate so that the HTTF could be used as an effective model for
MHTGR experiments. The results found that the HTTF had a few key failings in its
ability to simulate the MHTGR. Namely, it lost heat at a much higher scaled rate than the
MHTGR. Also, at the beginning and end of the diffusion phase of DCC, HTTF did not
provide accurate simulation. However, HTTF did provide many valid simulations for
natural convection phase, and gave good estimates of temperature profiles and peak
temperatures during these listed phases (despite the additional heat loss). The RELAP
model worked well in these cases using separate effects tests, but it was concluded that
the Integrated Effects Tests model needed improvement [74].
The AREVA HTR (High Temperature Reactor) reactor is designed to produce
high temperature steams [75]. AREVA facility essentially investigated safety of the
initial design, in the case of depressurized conduction cool down (DCC) accident.
Primarily, the goal was to make sure that the material choices and design are acceptable,
and that running the reactor at 625 MWt will be safe. The study uses Star-CD as its CFD
software. It studies 4 cases for DCC. There is the nominal case, which is just the expected
case, and then 3 cases that take into account further things that could make the scenario
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less safe, such as higher decay heat, higher inlet temperature, and less conductive
graphite (due to radiation). In all cases, the results were within the acceptable limits. This
effort allows for further detailed analysis to be performed as the design is finalized,
knowing that the initial design choices were functional [75].
Odmaa and Obara [76] considered the impact of placing a prismatic HTGR (hightemperature gas-cooled reactor) below or above ground and how that choice would affect
the design considerations, as the conduction through soil or convection through air works
differently. It was found that changes in structural materials had the same affect in either
location. However, above ground the primary variable affecting reactor building
minimum size was reactor temperature. For below ground the size was most influenced
by the power of the reactor [76].
Tung and co-worker [77] investigated the circulation of coolant during normal
operations and during a loss of flow accident (LOFA). During normal operations, the
coolant is forced to circulate throughout the reactor and the flow is turbulent, but during a
LOFA the flow is significantly slowed down. Using computational fluid dynamic
calculations they investigated the initial turbulence of the natural circulation effects on
natural circulation of the coolant during an accident scenario. They found that a slower
initial circulation resulted in fewer recirculation zones, and the number of recirculation
zones increased as the turbulence of the initial coolant flow increased. It also found that
larger recirculation zones lead to effective passive cooling of the reactor core under
LOFA [77].
Valentin et al. [78] presented numerical analysis to study the effectiveness of the
passive cooling in a VHTR. It is important to ensure that passive safety can keep the
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reactor from overheating in the event of an accident. This cooling is caused by the natural
convection of the coolant as it circulates throughout the reactor vessel. The thermal
conductivity of the graphite in the core also effects the passive cooling in the VHTR.
They found that increasing the viscosity of the coolant increases the average temperature
of the reactor wall. They also found that the average wall temperature decreased as the
radius of the cooling channel decreased. This is because a greater mass of graphite in the
reactor means that more energy is required to raise the temperature of the reactor’s walls.
The results concluded that an optimal radius of the cooling channel must be chosen to
balance the cooling effect of the forced circulation during normal operations and the
passive cooling during LOFA [78].
Before the Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) can be built, certain
scenarios must be studies which have been shown to cause hot spots in the reactor. These
phenomena include degraded heat flow, the effect of bypass flow, and non-uniform
heating in the core. A test facility was designed to study the effects of these phenomena
during transient conditions [79]. Valentin et al. studied the effect of two phenomena on
the heat transfer in the reactor. They looked at flow laminarization and non-uniform
heating in the reactor core. They found that the amount of heat transferred by convection
decreases from the inlet to the outlet of the reactor. They could not make a strong
conclusion on the effects of non-uniform heating, because graphite’s high thermal
conductivity cause an even distribution of heat throughout the reactor core [79].
Bertrand et al. [60] reported a study of additional risks that would come from
coupling a VHTR with a hydrogen production plant (HYPP). Under normal operation,
the heat from the VHTR provides the energy needed to drive the chemical reactions of
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hydrogen production. The accident scenarios were divided into two cases. The internal
case, where problems in the HYPP lead to problems for the VHTR through the coupling.
One case important is where part of the HYPP need shut down or operates under reduced
capacity. The VHTR produces a fixed power, so extra energy needs to be used up in
some other way (a secondary heat exchanger) or be dumped out. Other internal cases are
when hydrogen makes its way through the coupling pipes into the reactor building of the
VHTR due a pipe rupture. External accidents come from things like hydrogen explosions
or SO2 release from the HYPP. They concluded that a safety distance of 100 m between
the HYPP and VHTR could provide sufficient safety in these scenarios. Their mainly
focused was on outlining problems and providing some solutions, they didn’t go into
much detail on the CFD analysis of the solutions [60].
It is important to study the passive safety systems of small and medium sized
reactors. This will allow us to see how reactors behave in an accident scenario. Previous
studies have found that when a reactors shifts from forced convection as a cooling
method for normal operation to natural convection, the ability of the coolant to remove
heat can be significantly reduced. Wibisono et al. [80] studied single phase gas, water,
and liquid metal reactors with passive safety features. They found that a reactor with a
single phase coolant system will lose its ability to remove heat once forced convection is
stopped. The water cooled reactor was found to still have its ability to remove heat when
forced convection was stopped if the reactor was large. This ability was weakened as the
size of the reactor decreased. The liquid metal system was found to be safer in an
accident scenario than the water system, but further research is needed. Liquid metal
system’s ability to passively remove heat also weaken as the size decreases [80].
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Conceptual design for a small modular district heating reactor for Mongolia has
been introduced by Sambuu and Obara [81]. They discussed a small high temperature
gas cooled reactor design that could be built in Mongolia to help meet rising energy
demands in the country. Such a reactor must have a long core life and must have the
ability to passively remove heat in the event of any accident. The core was chosen to
have a diameter of 8 m, a height of 8 m, which can generate 330 MW of power. It was
proposed to be able to run for 16 years with 20 wt% enriched uranium. Sambuu and
Obara proved that a nuclear reactor could help provide the much needed energy to
Mongolia by designing a small reactor that is relatively cheap, lasts a long time, and has
passive safety features. The prismatic HTTR designed by Japanese scientists meets these
criteria. Figure 1.12 shows the core temperature changes after shutdown of reactor
surrounded by reflectors ((a) design limit, (b) 8.72 × 9.16 m core, (c) 8 × 8 m core). This
reactor has a core life of 16 years without refueling, and should be able to generate
330MWth of power [81].

Figure 1.12. Core temperature changes after shutdown of reactor surrounded by
reflectors [81]
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Valentin et al. investigated the abnormal heat transfer and flow in VHTR core
[82]. The purpose of their experiment was to find the conditions which would cause
abnormal heat transfer phenomena to occur in the very high temperature reactor with a
prismatic core. They tried to find what could cause flow laminarization to occur in this
reactor. A 2.7 m long graphite test section was created and used to study the natural and
forced circulations of helium, nitrogen, and air in a high pressure and temperature
situation. They found that a turbulent gas flow leads to greater heat being transferred by
convection in the reactor. They concluded that the coolant became less turbulent between
the inlet and the outlet of the reactor model. They also found that turbulence decreased as
the temperature of the reactor increased. As the turbulence of the gas decreases, the heat
transfer by convection also decreased. They also found that importance of heat transfer
by radiation increased as the thermal conductivity of the graphite decreased [82].
The scaling analysis of the High Temperature Test Facility HTTF was
investigated at Oregon State University [83]. They found that due to the quicker heat
removal, the HTTF would not show a peak temperature after the PCC began, but fuel
temperature would monotonically decrease. They suggested some ways to make the
HTTF behave more like MHTGR, one way would be to restrict designed mass flow rates
further to limit heat removal. Another possibility would be to decrease core power more
slowly after PCC started to simulate the slower decay heat and hopefully see a
temperature peak. The HTTF materials could also be modified for more accurate thermal
conductivity scaling [83].
Valentín et al. [84] presented an analysis of the heat transfer in the Very High
Temperature Reactor with a prismatic core during an accident scenario. They looked at
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the role of conduction, forced and natural convection, and radiative heat transfer during
accident scenarios that lead to pressurized conduction cooling, depressurized conduction
cooling, and forced convection cooling. COMSOL Multiphysics code was used to model
the reactor and examine the radiative heat transfer between the reactor’s graphite core
and surrounding graphite blocks. They found that this radiative heat transfer could
account for 20-30% of heat removed from the center block during normal operation, and
it could become the primary heat transport mode during an accident situations. They used
a computer simulation to see how heat is removed from the reactor’s graphite core during
an accident scenario. They found that the amount of heat transferred from the core to the
graphite blocks surrounding the core was quite significant in an accident scenario. As
much as 42% of the core’s heat was removed through radiative heat transfer. This process
is very important in preventing the reactor from overheating [84].
Valentín et al. [85] looked at both numerical and experimental results dealing
with the thermohydraulic behavior of the coolant in a VHTR under steady state, transient,
and accident scenarios. The experiment was carried out using a 2.7m long graphite
channel equipped with four 2.3kW heaters. They looked at how heat was transferred
within the column under these conditions as well as looking at how turbulent flow
effected the transfer of heat within the column. They concluded that the Reynolds number
decreased by 35% between the inlet and the outlet of the channel. They also concluded
that natural circulation of the coolant will occur in an accident scenario in the VHTR
because of differences in fluid temperatures and densities [85].
The GAMMA+ code was used to model a LOFA with a failure of the reactor
cavity cooling system (RCCS) in a prismatic core gas cooled reactor by Kim et al.[86].
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They found that the maximum core temperature could exceed 1600 °C within 50 hours
during LOFA with the failure of the RCCS. They concluded that the maximum
temperature of the core and the vessel increased as the variation of the thermal
conductivity of the graphite increased. They also found that without an insulating layer in
the reactor vessel it is very difficult to calculate the maximum reactor temperature. It can
be concluded that the structure of the reactor and the materials surrounding it can have a
significant impact on the maximum temperature of the reactor [86].
Computer models have been used to study the prismatic gas cooled very high
temperature reactor ability to prevent a meltdown during a loss of flow accident because
of its ability to naturally circulate the gas coolant in a situation where the forced coolant
is stopped by Tung et al. [87]. But most models have only looked at a small section of the
core. They looked at the laminar and turbulent flow in a 1/12 section of the reactor core
using a computational fluid dynamic analysis. They found that the temperature
distribution within the fuel core is not symmetrical during normal operating conditions or
during a loss of flow accident. They also found a lack of symmetry in the heat transfer
throughout the channels and in the flow of the coolant in the upper plenum [87].
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2. STUDY THE EFFECT OF THE OUTER SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF THE
DOWN-COMER CHANNEL AND UPPER PLENUM

As the world searches for an energy source with high energy density, clean,
abundant, and storable nature to avoid global warming issues, very high temperature
reactor (VHTR) seems to be a promising solution, particularly the possibility of
producing hydrogen. VHTR is a gas-cooled and graphite-moderated reactor designed to
accomplish future energy needs. VHTR is considered as a Generation IV reactor with
higher safety and thermal efficiency and lower operation and maintenance costs, and due
to high temperature helium coolant, it could possibly produce hydrogen through thermochemical methods. There are two versions of VHTR: pebble bed reactor (PBR) and the
prismatic modular reactor (PMR), which are promising candidates [88]. In last decade,
extensive studies on VHTR applications were focused on high temperature outlet and
hydrogen production. For industrial heat source as well as high efficiency electricity
production, very high temperature steam ranging from 700 °C to 850 °C seems to be very
attractive requiring additional studies focusing on VHTR. VHTR coupled with direct gas
cycle gas turbine systems has superiority for high efficient electricity generation [89] in
addition to possible hydrogen production. General Atomics’ Energy Multiplier Module
(EM2) is the most promising PMR design for a gas-cooled reactor with an outlet
temperature of 850 °C. With its modular design and small size, it is characterized as a
small modular reactor (SMR), making it an attractive Generation IV contender. Prismatic
design is comprised of hexagon-shaped graphite blocks containing fuel rods with
dispersed Tristructural-isotropic (TRISO) particles as the nuclear fuel (Figure 2.1, 2.2)
[90,91]. Graphite blocks also contain coolant flow channels for helium (coolant) from
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upper plenum to the lower plenum for normal operations. However for accident
conditions, such as pressurized conduction cool down (PCC) scenario, natural circulation
is used as a passive safety mechanism.

Figure 2.1. Core internal structures of PMR
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For PPC, which means the loss of cooling has occurred but the primary pipe still
remains at full pressure, the hotter coolant channels will have helium flowing upwards
and returning from the cooled channels.

Figure 2.2. Coated Tristructural-isotropic (TRISO) particles

The second possible scenario could be that of depressurized conduction cooling
(DCC), which means a primary pipe rupture accident occurred and the system pressure is
dropped down immediately. In this case, gas coolant is expected to enter the reactor
pressure vessel from the breach. Earlier studies demonstrated that it is possible to prevent
a core meltdown by natural flow of heat under both PCC and DCC conditions [92]. Many
studies have been conducted to investigate heat transfer in PMR and VHTRs [93]. There
are extensive computational studies in the literature regarding the natural circulation
within the PMR under accident scenario. Kao et al. performed the natural flow conditions
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in plenum to plenum and identified streamline and velocity variations in the upper
plenum and the two channels at given initial conditions for two different cases of 0.8
MPa and 4.2 MPa [94]. Yu-Hsin Tung et al. performed CFD calculations of natural
circulation at high temperature following a postulated pressurized circulation shutdown
and presented results to demonstrate the potential for natural circulation loop
establishment between the core itself and the upper and lower plena. Flow paths in the
gaps between the graphite blocks that allow bypass flow to occurred was also observed in
their results [95]. Moreover, the influence of several parameters on key phenomena
related to degrade heat transfer in a VHTR was performed by Valentín et al. [85]. They
found significant reductions of up to 35% in Reynolds and Nusselt numbers between the
test section inlet and outlet, and they concluded that due to fluid temperature and density
differences between the hot fuel zone and cooler reflector zone, natural circulation flow is
expected to establish in VHTR under PCC and DCC conditions. Takeda et al. performed
experiments and numerical analysis of a control method for natural circulation with air
and helium when injected during DCC conditions. Their study suggests that the velocity
of the natural circulation of air can be reduced by injecting helium gas into the top of the
channel. Moreover, the ordinary natural circulation of air could be controlled by injecting
a small amount of helium gas. All these efforts were focused on the overall velocity and
temperature measurement, and no effort is reported in the literature when detailed
velocity and temperature profiles are reported. Hence, there is a real need to provide
benchmarking heat transfer data within a representative geometry under natural
circulation [96]. Said et al. experimentally investigated the effect of the outer surface
temperature of the upper plenum and cooled channel in a scaled-down dual channel
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facility in mReal in Missouri S&T by using air as a coolant [97]. In VHTR system,
helium gas is considered as coolant; therefore, additional emphasis is placed on generated
heat transfer data for helium. The current study is significant particularly because heat
capacity of the helium is much greater than the heat capacity of the air, which will have
profound effects on natural convection/circulation phenomenon. In this paper,
experimental results and analysis are provided for natural circulation with helium using
advanced instrumentation detailing heat transfer data in terms of temperature fields
(centerline helium and inner wall surface temperatures) and heat transfer coefficients
under natural circulation. The effect of the outer surface temperatures of the upper
plenum and downcomer channel at steady state are investigated for helium at 413.685
kPa. The collected data in this study can provide the necessary benchmark data to
validate thermal hydraulic codes such as; RELAP5-3D, CFD-STAR-CCM1, CFD-Fluent,
and so forth.
Since the inception of the passive safety concept for nuclear reactors, natural
convection has been extensively investigated [98,99]. Basu and co-authors summarized
the status of single phase natural circulation studies for nuclear application [100].
Another publication by Beeny and Vierow investigated the passive safety and natural
circulation features of Gas-cooled reactor [101]. Vijayan presented the results of an
experimental study on natural circulation with through analysis of the results [102].
Velocity characterization of natural circulation flow was also reported in the literature
[103]. In general natural circulation has found its application in many other fields. For
example, Budihardjo and co-workers reported a new correlation for natural circulation in
a solar system [104].
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2.1. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
2.1.1. Missouri S&T Prismatic Scaled-Down Dual Channel Facility. Oregon
State University (OSU) supplied a ¼ geometrically scaled-down experimental facility
named High Temperature Test Facility (HTTF) based on the modular high temperature
gas-cooled reactor (MHTGR) design specifications. The HTTF is capable of simulating
the important thermal hydraulic behavior during accident PCC and DCC scenarios for the
MHTGR. The similarity between HTTF and MHTGR has been assessed via
computational investigations carried out to determine how the HTTF simulates the hot
helium coolant gas flowing into the upper plenum during accident scenarios. Despite
scaling distortions caused by the complexity of the phenomena encountered in the
VHTRs, these investigations have shown a strong similarity between HTTF and
MHTGR, which is why Missouri S&T adopted the same geometrical scaling ratio
utilized by OSU in developing the first phase of the Missouri S&T facility, which is
considered a scaled-down separate effects test facility. The two plena of the current
facility are ¼ scaled down (i.e., axially and radially) with reference to the HTTF. The
core (i.e., channels) is ½ axially scaled down relative to the HTTF core dimensions, while
channels diameter is kept the same as HTTF as shown in the table below. The dimensions
of the S&T facility are compared with OSU’s HTTF in Table 2.1. Also, an extensive
computational work has been performed to guide the design and experiments in terms of
matching thermal hydraulic parameters between the current work and OSU-HTTF [94].
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Table 2.1. Dimensions of S&T Facility with Reference to OSU-HTTF
Parameter

S&T Facility

OSU-HTTF

0.016

0.016

1

2

0.3

1.2

Upper plenum height (m)

0.239

0.956

Outer vessel diameter (m)

0.381

1.524

Tube diameter (m)
Coolant channel length inside block (m)
Core diameter (m)

Number of channels

Two channels
(one upward
flow and other
downward flow)

- 516 coolant channels
- 210 Heater rod
- Six inner gap channels
- 36 outer gap channels

2.1.2. Test Facility Description. The mReal research team at Missouri University
of Science and Technology (S&T) has designed, developed, and tested a scaled-down
dual-channel facility with reference to Oregon State University-High Temperature Test
Facility (OSU-HTTF). The height of the current setup is 1.62 m tall with a 0.305 m
diameter grid plate. Figure 2.3 shows the layout of the seven prismatic graphite blocks in
the PMR and the relative locations of the two channels modeled in the current study.
Each graphite block makes up a single nuclear fuel channel (shown as a heating rod)
surrounded by six coolant channels. A picture of the Missouri S&T scaled-down facility
is shown in Figure 2.4 a. In its current design, it is comprising of two channels; for the
center block is a single riser channel (heated) for upward flow, while the outer block is a
downcomer channel (cooled) for downward flow (Figure 2.4 b). The riser channel’s
outlet is mixed in the upper plenum and goes back via the downcomer channel to the
lower plenum (Figure 2.4 a). This investigation used helium as the working fluid to
conduct natural flow experiments. All experiments were conducted at a pressure of
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413.685 kPa. A pressure gauge (PERMA-CAL INDUSTRIES, INC., CAGE 59018) with
an accuracy of ± 1% has been used to measure the operating pressure.

Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of top view of the seven blocks

The Missouri S&T facility is comprised of a stainless steel alloy with a thermal
conductivity of 16.2 W/m K. Stainless steel was selected for the system to withstand high
pressures of up to 1034.21 kPa and temperatures up to 533.15 K. The upper plenum of
the S&T facility has been designed and built using an external cooling jacket containing
chilled water that surrounds the entire upper plenum. So the outer surface temperature of
the upper plenum is controlled by chiller water supplied from a chiller.
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Figure 2.4. Physical picture of the current facility at S&T and the top view position of
the channels at the lower plenum
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In addition, helical coil is wrapped around the downcomer channel to act as a heat
exchanger and maintain the external surface temperature of the downcomer at the desired
value. The downcomer channel’s helical coil heat exchanger uses 3.5 mm diameter high
thermal conductivity copper tube with a Fine wall thickness of 0.85 mm. To improve the
thermal contact between the copper cooling tube and the downcomer, high thermal
conductivity silicone paste is used that can withstand high temperatures. This paste
ensures good thermal contact and efficient heat transfer between the chiller water and the
downcomer gas. A high-capacity chiller (Applied Thermal Control Ltd, K4 chiller) is
used to provide the water at desired pressure of 275.8 kPa. This chiller is comprised of
both pressure and temperature controllers. Based on the flow of helium inside the
downcomer channel, the chilled water comes out of the chiller and goes upward (countercurrent). The upper plenum’s cooling jacket is also attached to the chiller to regulate the
upper plenum’s outer surface temperature. Therefore, both the outer surfaces
temperatures of the upper plenum and downcomer channel are maintained constant at the
desired values throughout the experiments. The upper plenum’s outer surface and
downcomer channel temperatures are the key study variables for this work. Four
electrical heaters of 0.0254 m and 2.438 m (width and length, respectively) are wrapped
in a continuous manner around the riser channel to create uniform heating around the
channel. A variable voltage regulator having a span of 0-130 volts plus a digital power
reader (0.2% precision) is attached to each electrical heater to regulate and monitor the
intensity of the power supplied to the riser channel. The riser’s external surface has been
accurately insulated using a ceramic fiber blanket of 0.05m in thickness with a low
thermal conductivity of 0.07 W/m K in order to reduce the heat loss to the environment.
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Similarly, the upper and lower plena plus the cooled channel are thermally insulated
using a ceramic fiber blanket. More details regarding the design criteria and experimental
setup can be found in [105-111].
2.1.3. The Heat Transfer Coefficient Probe. To measure heat transfer data,
enhanced flush-mounted heat transfer foil sensors (6.35 mm x 17.78 mm x 0.08 mm)
from RdF Corporation (model no. 20457-1), with accuracy of 2.5% of the sensor reading,
are installed at the inner wall of the channels. There are six heat flux sensors for the riser
and three for the downcomer assemblies as a data acquisition block. In addition, for each
heat flux measurement location, a T-thermocouple (diameter of 1.6 mm), with
uncertainty of 0.75% of the reading, is mounted along the axis to track temperature
variations. Figure 2.5 shows the location of the data acquisition blocks in the facility.
Details of the measurement setup can be found in earlier publications [97, 105-107, 112,
113]. The foil sensor is capable of concurrently measuring the surface temperature and
local heat flux using a thermocouple built into the foil sensor’s surface. mReal and others
[97, 105-107, 112, 113] have utilized such flush-mounted heat transfer methods to
differentiate the coefficients of heat-transfer in single and multiphase flow systems. The
current study considers the application of three axial positions along the downcomer
channel (Z/L=0.044, 0.5, 0.956) and six axial positions along the riser channel
(Z/L=0.044, 0.279, 0.409, 0.591, 0.773, 0.956) for the purposes of gathering data for the
experiment. Riser and downcomer channels are divided into small sections. The foil
sensors are mounted at the inner surface using high-temperature glue. The axial
location’s centerline temperatures are measured using a T-thermocouple (1.6 mm) placed
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in front of the foil sensor at the channel’s centerline (same axial location). It is important
to note that the foil sensor has the ability to detect the heat transfer direction.

Figure 2.5. Schematic diagram of the illustrated technique in S&T facility with data
acquisition system
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Positive signals indicate the heat transfer is from the channel’s inner wall to the adjacent
fluid, while a negative signal shows the heat transfer from fluid to the channel’s inner
wall. By conducting a simultaneous measurement of the heat flux (qi) and surface
temperature (Ts) via the heated foil sensor, and using Equations 1 and 2, the local timeaveraged heat-transfer coefficients (havg) and the instantaneous heat-transfer coefficient
(hi) can be obtained for N data sample. In this study, N= 2000 was selected to attain
stable values.
hi =

havg

qi

�TS,i − Tb,i �
i=N

1
= � hi
N

(1)

(2)

i=1

The sampling of thermocouples and heat flux signals is done simultaneously at 40
Hz for 50 s. The selection of sampling frequency is based on preliminary tests with
diverse frequencies that indicates no variation in the time-averaged heat-transfer
coefficients. In the present study, we focus on the measurement of the riser channel’s heat
transfer coefficients under various cooling conditions. Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 show
selected samples of data that were measured for heat flux, surface temperature, and
centerline temperature, respectively, of axial position Z/L=0.409 and outer surface
temperature of 298.15 K.
2.1.4. Uncertainty Analysis. In general the uncertainty of experimental data
depends strongly upon the uncertainty of the individual measuring instruments that used
in the experiments. In the current work a differential approximation method was used
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which reported by J.P. Holman [114]. The uncertainty in results R that is given function
of independent variables Y1, Y2, Y3, ….. Yn, thus R = R (Y1, Y2, Y3, ….. Yn), if there
are uncertainty W1, W2, W3, ….. Wn in the independent variables and WR is the
uncertainty in the proposed experimental results with the same odds, then the uncertainty
in the experimental result can be given as:
1

2
2
2 2
𝜕𝜕 𝑅𝑅
𝜕𝜕 𝑅𝑅
𝜕𝜕 𝑅𝑅
𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅 = ��
𝑊𝑊 � + �
𝑊𝑊 � + … … + �
𝑊𝑊 � �
𝜕𝜕 𝑌𝑌1 1
𝜕𝜕 𝑌𝑌2 2
𝜕𝜕 𝑌𝑌𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛
1

2
2
2 2
𝜕𝜕 ℎ
𝜕𝜕 ℎ
𝜕𝜕 ℎ
𝑊𝑊ℎ = ��
𝑊𝑊𝑞𝑞 � + �
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𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏 � �
𝜕𝜕 𝑞𝑞
𝜕𝜕 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆
𝜕𝜕 𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏

(3)

(4)

It was found that the max uncertainty in the local heat transfer coefficient equal to
± 0.527 %. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 show the uncertainty of experimental instruments and
parameters.

Figure 2.6. Riser channel heat flux data
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Figure 2.7. Riser channel surface temperature data

Figure 2.8. Riser channel centerline temperature data
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Table 2.2. Uncertainties of experimental instruments

Name of
instrument

Range of
instrument

Variable
measured

Uncertainty

TThermocouple

133 to 370
°C

Centerline
temperature

± 1 °C or
0.75%

No range

Heat flux

2.5%

0 to 260 °C

Inner surface
temperature

± 1 °C or
0.75%

Heat flux foil
sensor

Table 2.3. Uncertainties of parameters
S. no.

Variable name

Uncertainty error

1

Heat transfer coefficient, h

0.527 %

2

Inner surface temperature

± 1 °C or 0.75%

3

Centerline Temperature

± 1 °C or 0.75%

2.2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The scaled-down dual channel was pressurized of ultrapure helium gas at absolute
pressure of 413.685 kPa for this set of experiments. The effect of the outer surface
temperatures of the upper plenum and downcomer channel on the intensity of natural
circulation is investigated using four outer surface temperatures (278.15, 288.15, 298.15,
and 308.15 K). This range of temperatures is restricted with the capability of the current
chiller. Each run was repeated three times to ensure data quality for each outer surface
temperature of the upper plenum and the downcomer channel fixed at desired cooling
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temperature during the experiment. On the other hand, the riser channel was kept at a
uniformly constant heat flux of 2.12 kW/m2. The steady state of the current system was
tested by Said et al. [97, 105-107], and they concluded that the system takes
approximately four hours to reach steady state. Steady state was achieved when
temperature readings did not vary by more than 0.5 K and the local heat transfer
coefficient was within ±0.8 W/m2 K for a 30-minute observation. We implemented the
same criterion for achieving steady state as Said et al. [97, 105-107] for our helium
experiments. Four hours was more than sufficient to achieve steady-state conditions for
all operating conditions investigated in this study.

2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.3.1. End Effect and Heat Flux Distribution. The end effect in terms of heat
flow reversal and reduction in temperature fields is observed in two different axial
positions along the riser channel (Z/L = 0.773 and 0.956). At Z/L = 0.773, the end effect
was observed with high outer surface temperatures (288.15, 298.15, and 308.15 K) and
was not observed at lower outer surface temperature (278.15 K). Figures 2.9 and 2.10
show the reversal in the heat direction (negative signals of heat fluxes) from the adjacent
helium to the inner wall for Z/L = 0.773 and 0.956. The negative signals of heat fluxes in
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 explained the heat was transferred from helium gas to the inner wall
of riser channel, while positive heat fluxes are observed for the remaining axial locations.
Figure 2.11 shows all positive heat fluxes for Z/L=0.591. It is worth mentioning that Said
et al. [97] observed this end effect only at Z/L= 0.956 in riser channel with air as a
cooling fluid. Results presented here indicate the role of thermal capacity of working
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fluid (helium in this case verses air in the previous work [97]) on the axial location of
heat flow reversal and the end effect zone. This end effect at the end of the riser channel
could be attributed to heat conduction between the two channels through the upper flange
which results in temperature variation along the riser channel. The second reason for the
end effect is the interaction between hot plumes of rising helium (lighter) and denser
helium in the upper plenum, which descends due to higher density. Moreover, negative
heat fluxes are observed along the downcomer channels for all operating conditions,
confirming the downward flow and establishment of natural circulation between upper
and lower plena.

Figure 2.9. End effect at riser channel position Z/L=0.956
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2.3.2. Axial Variation of Inner Surface Temperature along the Flow Channels.
Figure 2.12 a shows the temperature variations along the inner surface of the riser
channel at different axial positions (Z/L= 0.044, 0.279, 0.409, 0.591, 0.773, and 0.956),
and a significant (7.4%) reduction of surface temperature is observed with decreasing

Figure 2.10. End effect at riser channel position Z/L=0.773

Figure 2.11. End effect at riser channel position Z/L=0.591
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outer surface temperature of the upper plenum and downcomer channel from 308.15 K to
278.15 K. Maximum temperature is observed at Z/L= 0.773 and not at Z/L = 0.956,
which as discussed earlier is attributed to the reversal of the heat flow and buoyancyinduced motion that has a significant effect in phenomenon of natural circulation [107,
115, 116]. In addition, the phenomenon of back-mixing is also possible for this setup and
hence can be a concern for VHTR. Back-mixing is caused by the interaction of the rising
plume from the heated channel and the fluid in the upper plenum, which in turn results in
decreasing of the inner surface temperature of heat flow direction reversal past Z/L=
0.773. Figure 2.12 b shows the temperature variations along the inner wall surface of the
downcomer channel. A decreasing trend in the temperature from Z/L= 0.956 (inlet) to
Z/L= 0.044 (outlet) is observed, which confirms the establishment of natural circulation
and downward flow.
2.3.3. Axial Variation of Centerline’s Helium Temperature along the Flow
Channels. Figure 2.13 a shows an axial variation of the centerline’s helium temperature
along the flow channel. It is found that, with decreasing the outer surface temperature of
the upper plenum and downcomer channel from 308.15 K to 278.15 K, the average
centerline’s helium temperature decreased by 10.14%. Also, a reduction in the centerline
helium temperature is observed close to the exit of the riser channel where a plateau is
observed (Figure 2.13 a). Similar results were reported by Barnes [117]. This plateau could
be attributed to the end effect. On the other hand, the helium centerline temperature along
the downcomer channel is observed to be decreasing throughout from Z/L= 0.956 (inlet)
to Z/L= 0.044 (outlet), as shown in Figure 2.13 b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12. Axial variation of inner surface temperature along the flow channels

No significant end effects are observed for the downcomer. Figure 2.14 shows riser
channel temperature difference (gain) from inlet (Z/L=0.044) to outlet (Z/L=0.956) for
centerline and inner wall surface for four chiller temperatures (278.15, 288.15, 298.15, and
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308.15 K). One can observe that the temperature difference between gas and surface is
much larger for lower (278.15 K) outer surface temperatures than for higher (308.15 K)
chiller/outer wall temperature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13. Axial variation of helium centerline temperature along the flow channels
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Figure 2.14. Difference temperature across riser channel surface and helium centerline
temperatures

This observation is further discussed in the next section. The film/bulk
temperature of the coolant gases (helium and air) is calculated for each axial location by
taking the time average of the surface and gas centerline temperatures and then taking the
average of the averaged surface and averaged centerline temperatures (Tf) as Equation
(5). Average film temperature (Tf) is used to determine the physical properties of the gas,
such as thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity [115]:
Tf =

𝑇𝑇�𝑆𝑆 + 𝑇𝑇�𝑏𝑏
2

(5)

Figure 2.15 shows the comparison of air and helium film temperatures for various
chiller temperatures. As shown in the Figure 2.15, after axial position of Z/L=0.279, the
average film temperature for helium increases by 29%, and this can possibly be attributed
to the higher thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the helium than air.
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Figure 2.15. Film temperature profile of helium and air across riser channel positions

Figures 2.16 (a & b) and 2.17 (a & b) show the axial variations of the thermal
conductivity and thermal diffusivity of helium [118] and air [97] along the riser channel,
respectively. It is clear that the appearance of a plateau instead of a sharp reduction for
helium close to the exit of the riser channel in terms of centerline helium temperature
could be attributed to the five time higher specific heat of helium as compared to air.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16. Helium physical properties
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.17. Air physical properties for Said et al. [97]
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2.3.4. Axial Variation of Heat Transfer Coefficient along the Riser Channel.
Heat transfer coefficient is a quantitative characteristic of convective heat transfer
efficiency between flowing coolant (helium in this case) and the heated surface. Figure
2.18 shows the variations of the local heat transfer coefficients along the riser channel
from the inlet (Z/L = 0.044) to the outlet (Z/L = 0.956).It is clear that the heat transfer
coefficients decreases from the inlet (Z/L = 0.044) to (Z/L = 0.279), this could be
attributed to the developing of hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers. An increase
in the values of the heat transfer coefficients is observed after Z/L = 0.279 to Z/L = 0.591
due to the laminarization effects [119]. The influence of end effect is very clear on values
of the local heat transfer coefficients after Z/L=0.591 in terms of a decreasing trend.

Figure 2.18. Local heat transfer coefficient along the riser channel
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Also, negative heat transfer coefficients are observed for 288.15, 298.15 and
308.15 K at Z/L = 0.0.773 and beyond, but for the case of 278.15 K only negative heat
transfer is observed at only Z/L=0.956. Another important observation is the fact that
heat transfer coefficient is higher for all locations for the 278.15 K case and decreases in
the order of upper plenum wall temperature (lowest for 308.15 K). For lower plenum and
downcomer temperature, the intensity of natural convection would be higher giving rise
to enhanced convection. The experimental observations of Figure 2.18 support this
argument.
2.3.5. Comparison between Helium and Air Data. An earlier study by Said et al.
[97] reported the effect of outer surface temperatures of the upper plenum and
downcomer channel on the intensity of natural circulation using air as a working fluid. It
is worth mentioning that the proposed coolant for prismatic modular reactor is helium
rather than air. The thermal performance of helium is significantly better than air [116],
and that is what motivated us to investigate the role of helium as well as the outer surface
temperatures on the intensity of natural circulation. Said et al. [97] observed
experimentally the end effect only at Z/L= 0.956 in the riser channel, while in the current
study the end effect has been extended lower down the channel to Z/L=0.773 for three
higher outer surface temperatures (288.15, 298.15 and 308.15 K) experiments. This end
effect is possibly due to the role of lower coefficient of thermal expansion for helium
(β≅0.002/K) as a coolant in comparison to air (β≅0.0034/K).
Furthermore, helium has higher specific heat will lead to lower temperature rise
(the gas will be able to absorb more heat) both the lower expansion coefficient and higher
specific heat will lead to smaller change in the density of helium. Consequently, the jet
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will be suppressed and the downward flow from the upper plenum will penetrate deeper
into the channel. These results can be seen in Figure 2.15, where the film temperature of
helium is higher than that of air due to faster thermal response of air. Moreover, a plateau
was observed at position Z/L=0.773 in the current study as shown in Figure 2.13 a, while
for air heat transfer data [97] showed a sharp reduction in air’s centerline temperature at
position Z/L=0.773. In addition, more comparisons between Said et al. [97] and the
current study, are shown in Figures 2.19 and 2.20, and these figures explain the
differences between air and helium as working fluid in the system. Figures 2.19 and 2.20
show an increase in the inner surface and centerline temperatures along the riser channel
for helium than air, which suggests that helium would be a better coolant than air. The
centerline end effects are suppressed for helium, and the exit temperature is higher. Both
of these observations are desirable, and hence helium is a better choice for coolant under
natural circulation.

Figure 2.19. Comparison of inner surface of the riser channel between current study
(Helium) and Said et al (air) [97]
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Figure 2.20 Comparison of centerline of the riser channel between current study
(Helium) and Said et al. (Air) [97]
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3. THE INFLUENCE OF NONUNIFORM HEATING ON NATURAL
CIRCULATION HEAT TRANSFER IN A PRISMATIC DUAL-CHANNEL
CIRCULATION LOOP

Focus of many past and current studies, has been directed in conducting
investigations on natural convection heat transfer and flow dynamics in diverse
geometries and operating conditions. Researchers have given much attention to natural
convection for natural systems, as well as engineering applications. The implementation
of natural convection in nuclear reactors comes in the form of an engineered feature to
accomplish passive safety [74, 120]. Natural convection is one of the major passive
safety phenomena in gas-cooled reactors such as prismatic very high-temperature reactors
(VHTRs) used as a safeguard under the loss of flow accidents (LOFA) [77]. Because of
density differences, the natural circulation will subsequently be established so that the
decay heat coming from the core can be removed. There is reversal of coolant flow
direction during LOFA, and two different possibilities for the direction of flow that may
take place inside the flow channels in the core as a result of large variation in
temperature. The flow of the coolant would be upward in the high heat sections/channels
of the core, while the flow would be downward in the relatively cooled section, thereby
establishing the natural circulation loop as a result of buoyancy force. The upward flow
channels and the downward channels act as riser channels and downcomers respectively.
The decay heat coming from the reactor core is transported by natural convection
currents through fluid plumes from the reactor core to the reactor cavity cooling system,
thereby preventing the possibility of core meltdown and localized hot spots. Standard
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes integrated with heat transfer calculations like
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CFD-STAR-CCM+, as well as CFD-Fluent and thermal hydraulic codes like RELAP53D are capable of generating crucial heat transfer data used in conducting majority of the
reactor safety analyses studies. Reports of the existence of extensive natural circulation
computational studies in the prismatic very high temperature reactor (VHTRs) are made
in the open literature [74,77,87,92,95,120-122]. But little consideration has been given to
nonuniform heat flux axially variation effect on the flow field, heat transfer coefficient,
and temperature profile in VHTR [123-127]. In a typical nuclear reactor we expect to see
a cosine shaped axial power profile peaking in the center of the core. Therefore, effect of
axial power shape must be investigated for natural circulation. Most numerical and
experimental studies on natural convection heat transfer in the open literature are limited
to uniform heat flux [128-134]. Thus, a unique scaled-down experimental setup with two
flow channels with separate effects was designed, constructed, and tested at Missouri
University of Science and Technology (Missouri S&T) by the research team in
Multiphase Reactors Engineering and Applications Laboratory (mReal) [97,105107,110,111]. The mReal’s facility incorporated advanced non-invasive heat flux
sensors, T-thermocouple sensors (1.6 mm in diameter) in an innovative manner for
axially heat transfer coefficient and temperatures measurement along the flow channels.
Most of the studies in the scaled-down dual-channel setup at Missouri S&T investigated
the flow field, heat transfer coefficient, and temperature profile under uniform heating
condition. As discussed earlier, in a VHTR system, power distribution in the core is
nonuniform. Therefore, additional emphasis is placed on generated heat transfer data for
nonuniform heating. The current study is significant particularly because nonuniform
heat distribution demonstrates the natural convection of the real VHTR system, which
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will have profound effect on natural convection/circulation phenomenon. Using advanced
instrumentations, detailed heat transfer data in terms of temperature fields (centerline
coolant and inner wall surface temperatures) and heat transfer coefficients under natural
circulation are presented here. The effects of the nonuniform heat distribution in the riser
channel at steady state are discussed using air at 60 psi of air as coolant. The collected
data in this study can provide the necessary benchmarking to validate thermal hydraulic
codes such as; RELAP5-3D, CFD-STAR-CCM1, CFD-Fluent, and so forth. Several
experimental measurements were executed on the natural convection for a loop of two
flow channels (riser and downcomer channels) with upper and lower plena under
nonuniform heat flux distribution. Therefore, the main objective of the current work is to
experimentally investigate the phenomenon of the natural convection in terms of heat
transfer coefficients and temperature fields (coolant and wall surface temperatures) at
different operating power with air as a working fluid using the newly developed facility
and the novel techniques. Though this work only uses two channels for coolant flow, the
study can be extended to multiple channels and different working fluid.

3.1. METHODOLOGY
The experimental setup is considered to be a scaled-down separate effects facility
that utilizes stainless steel alloy with 16.2 W/m K thermal conductivity in handling high
temperature and pressure. The Missouri S&T scaled-down setup’s schematic diagram is
shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of two plena-upper and lower and having two channels
in the reactor core for coolant flow. The upward and downward flows inside the reactor
core with regard to the LOFA are mimicked by two channels: one riser channel (heated)
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for upward flow, and one downcomer channel (cooled) for downward flow. The flow
channels’ diameter is maintained at 16 mm, and the channel height is 1 m.

Figure 3.1. Missouri S&T scaled-down facility schematic

Four heavily insulated Duo-Tape electrical heaters (50.8 × 609.6 mm), with
heating capacity of 312 W at 120 V each are used to heat the riser channel electrically
and simulated the upward flow in the riser channel for the reactor core as shown in
physical picture, Figure 3.2 ((a) setup, (b) data acquisition, (c) radial temperature
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adjuster). An individual connection of each electrical heater to a variable voltage
regulator that has a digital power reader maintains the heater wattage of the riser channel
under fine control. Downward flow in the downcomer channel is accomplished by
cooling for the channel outer surface by chilled water mimicking VHTR natural
circulation. For downcomer cooling, helical coil carrying chilled water is wrapped around
the downcomer channel. In order for the upper plenum outer surface temperature to
remain at a constant value, the upper plenum outer surface is equipped with a cooling
jacket. An automatic chiller (Applied Thermal Control Ltd, K4 chiller) that has
temperature and pressure controllers is used to ensure that chilled water is made available
to the cooling jacket and helical coil heat exchanger for downcomer at the required
temperature. Thus, throughout this experiment, the upper plenum’s outer surface
temperatures and downcomer channel are maintained at a constant temperature of 5 °C.
Only less than 1.5 K temperature difference was observed between the chilled water inlet
and outlet across the cooling jacket and the heat exchange. Thus, it is fair to assume
constant wall surface temperature thermal boundary condition for both the downcomer
channel and the upper plenum. The maintenance of the lower plenum walls are at
adiabatic conditions through the use of thick ceramic fibre blanket. In order for the heat
losses to the environment to be reduced, the entire setup was thermally insulated by using
ceramic fibre blanket. Additional details and explanation of the experimental setup,
together with the design considerations are provided elsewhere [97,105-107,110,111].
The significant study variables are the nonuniform heating distribution that comes in the
form of stepwise-reducing and stepwise-increasing along riser channel. Electrical heater
of width 0.0254 m and length 2.438 m are wrapped around the riser channel in a
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continuous manner, for heating the channel. The electrical heater is attached to a variable
voltage regulator with a span of 0-130 volts control through a digital power reader of
0.2% precision for the regulation and monitoring of the power intensity supplied to the
riser channel. A ceramic fibre blanket with a thickness of 0.05 m and a thermal
conductivity of 0.07 W/m K is used to carefully insulate the riser external surface to
reduce any heat loss coming from the heater to the environment.

(a)

Figure 3.2. Physical picture of the current facility in Missouri S&T
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2. Physical picture of the current facility in Missouri S&T (Cont.)
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The creation of an improved integrated fast-response heat transfer method was
undertaken, and it is made up of flush-mounted heat transfer foil sensors (6.35 mm x
17.78 mm x 0.08 mm) installed on the inner wall of the channel. Several 1.6 mm Tthermocouple are mounted along the axis of riser and downcomer channels for
monitoring temperature fields and heat flux variations along the channel. The foil sensor
utilizes the thermocouple built into the foil sensor surface to provide the heat flux
measurements. Simultaneous measurement of surface temperature and local heat flux at
mReal lab has enable us to acquire heat-transfer coefficients in single as well as
multiphase flow systems [97,105-107,110-113]. Three axial positions along the
downcomer channel (Z/L=0.044, 0.5, 0.956) and six axial positions along riser channel
(Z/L=0.044, 0.279, 0.409, 0.591, 0.773, 0.956) are used for collecting data for this
present study. A connection block is utilized for gathering data at each location along the
heated and cooled channels. High-temperature glue is used to securely install the foil
sensors at the channel inner surface. A T-thermocouple (1.6 mm) is placed exactly in
front of the foil sensor (same axial location) measure centreline coolant temperature. The
ability of the foil sensor to measure heat transfer direction is essential for these
experiments. The heat transfer from the channel inner wall to the adjacent fluid indicates
positive signals, while heat transfer from the adjacent fluid to the inner wall of the
channel indicates a negative signal. The sampling of thermocouples and heat flux signals
is performed simultaneously at 40 Hz for 50 s. The sampling frequency selection is
performed based on preliminary tests with varied frequencies. At 40 Hz no variation in
the time-averaged heat-transfer coefficients was observed.
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3.2. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
The accuracy of the experimental data depends strongly upon the accuracy of the
individual measuring instruments used in the experiments. In the current work, a
differential approximation method was used, which was reported by J.P. Holman [114].
Suppose we need to evaluate the uncertainty in results R which is a function of
independent variables Y1, Y2, Y3, ….. Yn, thus R = R (Y1, Y2, Y3, ….. Yn). If the
uncertainties in independent variables are W1, W2, W3, ….. Wn respectively, the
uncertainty in the results WR is given by equation (4)
It was found that the max uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient for stepwisereducing and stepwise-increasing is ± 0.9206 % and ± 0.3836%, respectively. Tables 3.1
and 3.2 show the uncertainty of experimental instruments and heat transfer coefficients.

Table 3.1. Uncertainties of experimental instruments

Name of
instrument

Range of
instrument

Variable
measured

Uncertainty
(%)

Thermocouple

133 to 370
°C

Centerline
temperature

±1 °C or
0.75%

No range

Heat flux

2.5

0 to 260 °C

Inner surface
temperature

±1 °C or
0.75%

Heat flux foil
sensor
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Table 3.2. Uncertainties of heat transfer coefficients

Case

Variable name

Uncertainty error,%

Stepwise
reducing

Heat transfer coefficient, h

0.9206 %

Stepwise
increasing

Heat transfer coefficient, h

0.3836 %

3.3. PROCEDURE
The scaled-down dual-channel setup was pressurized by air as coolant at 413.685
x 103 Pa (60 psi). The chiller was started to maintain a constant temperature of 5 oC at the
outer surface temperatures of the upper plenum and the downcomer channel fixed for the
entire duration of the experiment. It is worth mentioning that the riser channel is divided
into four sections (0.25 m increment). Each section is connected with a separate electric
heater (Figure 3.2 a). The riser channel is nonuniformly heated in the form of stepwise reducing and stepwise-increasing with reference to an average uniform isoflux heating,
as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 ((a) stepwise-reducing, (b) stepwise-increasing.) Table
3.3 also shows the corresponding nonuniform heat flux distributions along the riser
channel. The current setup takes approximately four hours to reach steady state.

3.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By implementing the heat flux foil sensors in measuring the local heat flux (qi ) and

surface temperature (TS ) simultaneously, the local time-averaged heat-transfer coefficients

(havg ) and the instantaneous heat-transfer coefficient (hi ) can be obtained through

Equations 1 and 2 [97,105-107,110-113] at 40 Hz for 50 s over 2000 data points.
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The average values of the heat transfer coefficient (h� L ) and the average Nusselt

����L ) along the riser channel for the positive signals of heat fluxes from Z/L =
number (Nu
0.044 to Z/L = 0.591 can be calculated as follows:

h� L =

1 L=0.591
�
havg d(L)
L L=0
����L =
Nu

h� L Ɩ
k

(6)

(7)

�S ), axial
Equations 8, 9, and 10 present the axial average inner surface temperature (T
�b ), and the average film temperature (T
�f ) for the positive
average bulk temperature (T

signals of heat fluxes, which are used to calculate the average heat transfer coefficient of
Equation (6) along the riser channel:

�S =
T

1 L=0.591
�
TS d(L)
L L=0

�b =
T

1 L=0.591
�
Tb d(L)
L L=0
�f =
T

�S + T
�b
T
2

(8)

(9)

(10)

3.4.1. Inflecting Zone. Reversal of heat flow direction and reduction in
temperature fields are observed within the riser channel close to the exit. This behavior is
known as the inflecting zone (end effects) [97,105-107,110,111], and this thermal
behavior was observed in the current study in two different axial positions along the riser
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channel (Z/L = 0.773 and 0.956) with inflecting in terms of negative heat flux signals
occurring at (Z/L = 0.773 and 0.956) for both stepwise-reducing and stepwise-increasing
nonuniformly heating experimental runs as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

Figure 3.3. Heat flux distributions around riser channel
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4. Power distribution around riser channel
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The positive signals of heat fluxes were observed from Z/L = 0.044 up to Z/L=
0.591 (non-inflecting zone) as shown in Figures 3.5 a and 3.6 a for selected condition of
Z/L= 0.591, while Figures 3.5 b, 3.5 c show negative signals of heat fluxes for Z/L=
0.773 and 3.6 b, 3.6 c show the for selected conditions for Z/L=0.956. These results
show that the heat flow direction was reversed (from the flowing coolant air to the inner
surface of the riser channel) for axial locations close to the exit. It is worth mentioning
that the previous study [97] observed this end effect only at Z/L= 0.956 in riser channel
with air as a coolant fluid under uniform isoflux heating. It is clear from the comparison
of the current work with the other study [97] that the inflecting zone under nonuniform
heating can be extended down into the riser channel. One can remarks from Figures 3.5
and 3.6 ((a) free of end-effect at Z/L=0.591, (b) initial of end-effect at Z/L= 0.773, (c)
strong of end-effect at Z/L=0.956) a significant interaction and co-circulation in terms of
heat fluxes in a descending reorder from Z/L = 0.773 to Z/L = 0.956 was observed in the
current study. These observations could be attributed to nonuniform heating in terms of
secondary flow [128] as well as heat conduction between the two channels through the
upper plenum flange. In addition, the nonuniform heat flux distributions along riser
channel create a density difference in the fluid [126], and the interaction between hot
plumes of rising fluid (lighter) and denser fluid in the upper plenum which descends due
to higher density. Negative heat fluxes are observed along the downcomer channels for
all operating conditions. This confirms the downward flow and establishment of natural
circulation between upper and lower plena.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5. Stepwise-reducing, heating end-effect
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(c)

Figure 3.5. Stepwise-reducing, heating end-effect (Cont.)
(a)

Figure 3.6. Stepwise-increasing end-effect
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.6. Stepwise-increasing end-effect (Cont.)
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3.4.2. Temperature Field Profiles along the Flow Channels (Circulation
Loop). Next section will discuss the results of temperature distribution along flow
channels and the effect of heat flux form that was applied around riser channel.
3.4.2.1. Stepwise-reducing-heating flux distributions. Figure 3.7 shows the
axial temperature profiles along the circulation loop for stepwise-reducing heating for the
inner wall surface and centerline air temperatures ((a) inner wall surface, (b) air
centerline), and a sharp reduction for stepwise-reducing heating (runs 1 to 4) is observed
compared to a uniform heating (run 5) for all experimental conditions. A significant
reduction of the field temperatrures along the riser channel is observed to be 24.5% and
22.4% for inner surface and air centerline temperatures, respectively, from run 1 to run 4.
One can notice that the axial distribution of the centerline air temperature is slightly
different from the inner wall surface temperature as follows: 1) the maximum centerline
air temperature is observed at Z/L=0.773, while the maximum surface temperature is
observed at Z/L =0.591 2) A small plateau is observed for inner wall surface temperature
between Z/L = 0.591 and Z/L=0.773, while no plateau is observed for the centerline air
temperature, as shown in Figure 3.7 a and 3.7 b. This thermal performance in terms of
field temperatures could be attributed to an increase in the air thermal conductivity, and
that creates less resistance and an increase in the viscosity, causing radial flow of the
hotter layers of air close to the surface toward the tube center. Moreover, with the
nonuniform heating, the surface temperature reaches to the maximum value to develop
the thermal boundary layer faster due to the buoyancy affected by nonuniform heating
variation. This behavior is observed in open literature [128, 130, 135]. For uniform
heating, the maximum temperature is at Z/L= 0.773 for both inner surface and air
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centerline. This maximum temperature could be attributed to the reversal of the heat flow
and buoyancy-induced motion, which has a significant effect in this phenomena [97,105107,110,111,115,116,119,136,137]. The phenomenon of back-mixing is also possible for
this setup and hence can be a concern for VHTR. Back-mixing is caused by the
interaction of the rising plume from the riser channel and the fluid in the upper plenum,
which in turn results in decreasing of the inner surface temperature of heat flow direction
reversal. Downcomer channel during stepwise-reducing heating decreased from the inlet
(Z/L=0.9560) to the outlet (Z/L=0.044), confirming the establishment of natural
circulation and downward flow. A significant reduction in downcomer channel
temperature profile is observed with decreasing the stepwise-reducing heating by 25.7%
and 24.8% for inner surface and air centerline, respectively, for stepwise-reducing
experimental heating runs.
3.4.2.2. Stepwise-increasing-heating flux distributions. In stepwise-increasing
experiments, the results in Figure 3.8 ((a) inner wall surface, (b) air centerline) shows the
axial temperature profiles along the circulation loop for stepwise-increasing heating for
the inner wall surface and centerline air temperatures. A significant reduction of riser
channel temperature is observed with decreasing stepwise-increasing heating by 25.6%
and 23.1% for the inner surface and air centerline temperatures, respectively. The
maximum temperature was observed at Z/L=0.773 for the inner surface and air centerline
for stepwise-increasing and uniform heating runs and this phenomenon could be
attributed to reversal of heat flow and back- mixing. The downcomer channel region
showed a decreasing from the inlet (Z/L=0.9560) to the outlet (Z/L=0.044), which
confirms the establishment of natural circulation and downward flow.
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(a)

Figure 3.7. General steady-state temperature profile along the circulation loop for
stepwise-reducing heating
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(b)

Figure 3.7. General steady-state temperature profile along the circulation loop for
stepwise-reducing heating (Cont.)

A significant reduction in downcomer channel temperature profile is observed
with decreasing stepwise-increasing heating by 14.1% and 14.8 % for inner surface and
air centerline temperatures, respectively.
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(a)

Figure 3.8. General steady-state temperature profile along the circulation loop for
stepwise-increasing heating
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(b)

Figure 3.8. General steady-state temperature profile along the circulation loop for
stepwise-increasing heating (Cont.)
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3.4.3. Heat Transfer Coefficients along the Riser Channel. Next section will
discuss the results of temperature distribution along flow channels and the effect of heat
flux form that was applied around riser channel.
3.4.3.1. Stepwise-reducing-heating flux distributions. Figure 3.9 shows the
results of heat transfer coefficient for stepwise-reducing heating. Figure 3.9 (a) shows the
heat transfer coefficient along riser channel (Z/L= 0.044 to Z/L= 0.956) and the heat
transfers from the adjacent air layer to the inner wall started after Z/L=0.591. This
reversal in the direction of heat transfer could be attributed to the downward axial cooling
conduction inside the solid wall of the riser channel from the upper plenum and cocirculation at the top section of the riser channel as reported in the literature [97,105107,110,111, 138, 139]. The flipping (change in the order of the runs) is shown again in
Figure 3.9 (a) to confirm the results in end–effect section in Figure 3.5 (c), which
presents the strong end-effect that had occurred at Z/L= 0.956. Figures 3.9 (b) and 3.9 (c)
present the variations of the heat transfer coefficient for Z/L= 0.044 to Z/L= 0.773 and
from Z/L= 0.044 to Z/L= 0.591 along riser channel, respectively. It is clear from the
results that for all cases heat transfer coefficients decrease from the inlet (Z/L = 0.044) to
(Z/L = 0.279); this could be attributed to the development of hydrodynamic and thermal
boundary layers. An increase in the values of the heat transfer coefficients is observed
after Z/L = 0.279 to Z/L = 0.591 due to the laminarization effects [115,116,136,137]. At
(Z/L= 0.409), the heat transfer coefficient is increasing by 40.8% in stepwise-reducing
heating (runs 1and 2) with respect to the uniform heating, and decreasing by 21.3% for
runs 3 and 4. The influence of end effect is very clear on values of the local heat transfer
coefficients after Z/L=0.591 in terms of a decreasing trend.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9. Stepwise-reducing heating heat transfer coefficient
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(c)

Figure 3.9. Stepwise-reducing heating heat transfer coefficient (Cont.)

3.4.3.2. Stepwise-increasing-heating flux distributions. Figures 3.10 shows the
results of heat transfer coefficient for stepwise-increasing heating. Figure 3.10 a shows the
heat transfer coefficient along riser channel (Z/L= 0.044 to Z/L= 0.956) and the heat
transfers from the adjacent air layer to the inner wall started after Z/L=0.591. This reversal
in the direction of heat transfer could be attributed to the downward axial cooling
conduction inside the solid wall of the riser channel from the upper plenum and cocirculation at the top section of the riser channel as reported in the literature [119, 138].
The flipping is shown again in Figure 3.10 (a), confirming the results in the end-effect
section in Figure 3.6 (c), which presents the strong end-effect that had occurred at Z/L=
0.956. Figures 3.10 (b) and 3.10 (c) present the variations of the heat transfer coefficient
for (Z/L= 0.044 to Z/L= 0.773) and (Z/L= 0.044 to Z/L= 0.591) respectively along riser
channel. It is clear that the heat transfer coefficients decrease from the inlet (Z/L = 0.044)
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to (Z/L = 0.279); this could be attributed to the development of hydrodynamic and thermal
boundary layers. An increase in the values of the heat transfer coefficients is observed after
Z/L = 0.279 to Z/L = 0.591 due to the laminarization effects [97,105-107,110,111,
115,116,136,137]. At (Z/L= 0.591), the heat transfer coefficient is increasing by 11.1% in
stepwise-increasing heating (runs 1and 2) with respect to the uniform heating, and
decreasing by 1.1% for runs 3 and 4. The influence of end effect is very clear on the values
of the local heat transfer coefficients after Z/L=0.591 in terms of a decreasing trend for all
runs.

(a)

Figure 3.10. Stepwise-increasing heating heat transfer coefficient
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10. Stepwise-increasing heating heat transfer coefficient (Cont.)

3.4.4. The Average Values of the Heat Transfer Coefficient(𝐡𝐡̅𝐋𝐋 ) and the

����𝐋𝐋 ). Heat transfer coefficient is a quantitative characteristic
Average Nusselt Number (𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍
of convective heat transfer efficiency between the bulk fluid temperature and inner

surface temperature of the riser channel and is used to calculate the dimensionless group
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Nusselt number as shown in Eq 7. For stepwise-reducing heating, the average values of
����L ) were decreased
the heat transfer coefficient(h� L ) and the average Nusselt number (Nu

with reducing the heating (for runs 1 to 4) by 21% and 5%, respectively, as shown in Figure
3.11 (a). Moreover, Figure 3.11 (b) shows the average values of the heat transfer coefficient
(h� L )

����L ) for the stepwise-increasing heating
and the average Nusselt number (Nu

investigations, which decreased with decreasing the heating (for runs 1 to 4) by 32% and
13%, respectively. The negatives values of heat transfer coefficient at positions Z/L= 0.733
and Z/L=0.956 were excluded in calculating the average heat-transfer coefficient(h� L ) and

����L ).
Nusselt number plots (Nu

(a)

Figure 3.11. The average values of the heat transfer coefficient and the average Nusselt
number along the riser channel
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(b)

Figure 3.11. The average values of the heat transfer coefficient and the average Nusselt
number along the riser channel (Cont.)

3.4.5. Radial Variation of Air Temperatures along the Riser Channel. The
radial distribution of air was collected by radial temperature adjuster Figure 3.2 (c). It
was similar in all trials for the selected condition (RUN1), as shown in Figures 3.12. ((a)
stepwise-reducing, (b) stepwise-increasing, (c) uniform heat flux RUN 5). From the
entrance of the riser channel to Z/L=0.591, a developing profile was observed. A
flattened profile was observed at Z/L=0.773, and when the air could not remove any more
heat, a reversed profile was observed at Z/L=0.956 because heat was being removed
through end effects from the upper plenum. The developing profile corresponds with
areas where heat is transferred from the wall to the air, the flattened profile corresponds
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with the hottest part of the model, and the reversed profile corresponds with the area
where heat transferred from the gas to the wall.

(a)

Figure 3.12. Radial temperature distribution for air at RUN 1 along the riser channel
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12. Radial temperature distribution for air at RUN 1 along the riser channel
(Cont.)
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Variations of the physical properties of the coolant, including heat capacity,
density, dynamic viscosity, and thermal conductivity have significant influence on the
intensity of natural circulation in the PMR. Figures 3.13 to 3.18 show the variations of
air density, dynamic viscosity, and thermal conductivity in terms of dimensionless values
for selected axial positions along the riser channel. The physical properties are plotted at
local radial temperature divided by the bulk value [105, 106]. The bulk values of density,
thermal conductivity, and dynamic viscosity are calculated at the operating pressure and
1
8

j=8
characteristic fluid temperature of air (Tb,i = ∑j=1 Tfi,j ), while the local radial values

(eight measurements with a step size of 1mm from the inner surface of riser channel) are
measured at same corresponding operating conditions using the radial adjuster for Tthermocouple.
The air properties used in the current study are based on using peace software
[140]. Viscosity and thermal conductivity are below the bulk value in the center, above
near the edges. This is reversed for density. The normalized viscosity and thermal
conductivity curves are very similar, showing that viscosity is the main indicator of
conductivity. Figure 3.18 shows instability for physical properties for stepwise-increasing
that is not observed in stepwise-reducing, which could be attributed to heat flux which is
high close to Z/L=0.956 in stepwise-increasing more than stepwise-reducing (Figure
3.15). Figures 3.15 and 3.18 show the radial distribution of the physical properties close
to the end of the riser channel. It is clear the instability in physical properties for
stepwise-increasing which is not observed in stepwise-reducing case. This difference can
be attributed to end-effect which was starting early in stepwise-reducing condition.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.044 for stepwisereducing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3, (c) RUN5
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(c)

Figure 3.13. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.044 for stepwisereducing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3, (c) RUN5 (Cont.)

(a)

Figure 3.14. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.409 for stepwisereducing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3, (c) RUN5
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.14. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.409 for stepwisereducing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3, (c) RUN5 (Cont.)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.956 for stepwisereducing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3, (c) RUN5
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(c)

Figure 3.15. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.956 for stepwisereducing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3, (c) RUN5 (Cont.)

(a)

Figure 3.16. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.044 for stepwiseincreasing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3
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(b)

Figure 3.16. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.044 for stepwiseincreasing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3 (Cont.)

(a)

Figure 3.17. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.409 for stepwiseincreasing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3
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(b)

Figure 3.17. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.409 for stepwiseincreasing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3 (Cont.)

(a)

Figure 3.18. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.956 for stepwiseincreasing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3
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(b)

Figure 3.18. Radial distribution of the physical properties at Z/L= 0.956 for
stepwise-increasing (a) RUN1, (b) RUN3 (Cont.)
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4. INVESTIGATE THE INFLUENCE OF CENTER PEAKING COSINE HEAT
FLUX ON HEAT TRANSFER DURING NATURAL CIRCULATION

Among the promising candidates for the next generation nuclear plant (NGNP) is
the prismatic modular reactor (PMR). Reactor core of PMR is made up of hexagonal
graphite blocks with channels for fuel rods and coolant flow. The removal of the postshutdown decay heat relies on natural circulation. Under off-normal shutdown and
accidental scenarios such as loss of forced cooling accident (LOFA), adequacy of natural
convection must be evaluated to ensure passive safety. Pressurized conduction cooldown
accidents (PCC) is a loss of flow accident, meaning the forced flow of working fluid to
the reactor is suspended. During PCC, high working fluid pressure is maintained. In
contrast to depressurized conduction cooldown (DCC) where working fluid pressure
drops down immediately. Understanding how reactor properties affect natural convection
during PCC is crucial to passive safety. It is important to understand how the coolant
circulates to design reactors that safely shut down in the event of a loss of coolant flow
accident. When pressurized conduction cooldown (PCC) accident takes place, the heat
transfer characterization in the PMR is addressed by numerous computational studies in
the open literature [77,92,120,141,142]. Recent experimental studies used some
sophisticated measurement techniques to advance the current knowledge of the PMR
under natural circulation in a unique dual-channel facility [97,99,105,106,110,143-145].
However, the focus of the initial studies was on uniform heat flux conditions, which is
not a typical scenario of the PMR during the LOFA scenarios. Due to the cosine nature
power distribution of a typical cylindrical reactor, one would expect the decay heat to
follow the same cosine shape. Therefore, additional emphasis is placed on generated heat
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transfer data, in terms of field temperatures and heat transfer coefficients, for nonuniform
heating center peaking step (approximating cosine shape). There is a real need to extend
this investigation to include more realistic conditions of nonuniform axial heat flux
distributions. In this study, experimental results and analysis are provided for natural
circulation with air (working fluid) using advanced instrumentation detailing heat transfer
data in terms of temperature fields (centerline air and inner wall surface temperatures)
and heat transfer coefficients under natural circulation. The effect of the intensity of
nonuniform heat flux at steady state is investigated for air at 413.685 kPa. The collected
data in this study can provide the necessary benchmark to validate thermal-hydraulic
codes such as; RELAP5-3D, CFD-STAR-CCM1, CFD-Fluent, and so forth.

4.1. METHODOLOGY
Multiphase Reactors Engineering and Applications Laboratory (mReal) at
Missouri S&T developed a dual-channel facility to imitate the coolant flow in PMR
[97,99,105,106,143]. The current facility is constructed with reference to OSU-HTTF
with a scale ratio of ¼ axially and radially [142]. The development of the constant
diameter’s (0.016 m) dual channel is for the upward and downward flows of the coolant
at the center block and at an outer block, respectively, with the upper and lower plena as
shown in Figure 4.1, and Table 4.1 shows the physical dimension of our facility with
HTTF. A cooling jacket around the upper plenum and helical coil heat exchanger around
the cooled channel were connected to an automatic high capacity chiller (Applied
Thermal Control Ltd, K4 chiller) to keep the outer surface temperature at the desired
value (5 °C). A variable voltage regulator with a span of 0-130 volts and a digital power
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reader (0.2% precision) was attached to each of four electrical heaters to regulate and
monitor the intensity of the power supplied to the heated channel.

Figure 4.1. The dual-channel facility
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Table 4.1. Dimensions of the current facility with reference to OSU-HTTF
Parameter
Tube diameter (m)
Coolant channel length inside block (m)
Core diameter (m)
Upper plenum height (m)
Outer vessel diameter (m)

Number of channels

Current facility
0.016
1
0.3
0.239
0.381
Two channels
(one upward
flow and other
downward
flow)

OSU-HTTF
0.016
2
1.2
0.956
1.524
516 coolant channel
210 Heater Rod
Six inner gap channel
36 outer gap channel

Each heater covers 25% of the length of the heated channel, and each heater is
connected with a separate controller and power reader as shown in Figure 4.1. The heated
channel external surface has been carefully insulated using a ceramic fiber blanket of
0.05m in thickness with a low thermal conductivity of 0.07 W/m K in order to reduce
heat loss to the environment. The stimulation of the natural circulation takes place within
the current setup by heating the heated channel and cooling the upper plenum and cooled
channel. In this study, a nonuniform heating center peaking step (approximating cosine
shape as shown in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2) heat flux was applied to investigate the effect
of heat flux nonuniformity (sets 1-4) and uniform heat flux equal to 2.865 kW/m2 for the
entire length of the heated channel (set 5). The current experiments have been performed
using air as the coolant at 413.7 kPa (60 psi). An advanced heat transfer technique
consisting of heat transfer foil sensor (with an uncertainty of 2.5% of the sensor reading)
and T-thermocouples (with an uncertainty of 2.2 °C or 0.75% of the reading) is adapted
and implemented along the channels. Simultaneous measurements of the inner local heat
flux (qi) and the inner surface temperature (Ts,i) were carried out by utilizing the heat
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flux foil sensor. The implemented heat flux foil sensor can detect the direction of heat
transfer between the surface sensor and the adjacent flowing air based on the sign of heat
flux. Negative heat flux signals mean that heat transfers from the air to the surface, while
positive heat flux signals imply that heat transfers from the surface of the foil sensor to
the air. Centerline air temperature (Tb,i) in front of the sensor was measured using a Tthermocouple (1.6 mm in diameter). With this technique, instantaneous heat transfer by
coefficient (hi) and local time-averaged heat transfer coefficient (havg) can be calculated
equations (1, 2) [112,113]. Where N is the total data points; N= 2000 was selected to
attain stable values. Data was measured for six non-dimensional axial positions along the
heated channel (Z/L = 0.044, 0.279, 0.409, 0.591, 0.773, and 0.956) and three nondimensional axial positions along the cooled channel (Z/L = 0.044, 0.5, and 0.956). The
present study calls for the measurement of the heat transfer coefficients along the heated
channel for various flux distributions. The current study focused only on measuring the
heat transfer coefficients along the heated channel due to the small temperature gradient
along the cooled channel [99]. The steady-state condition was achieved when temperature
readings did not vary by more than 0.5 K and the local heat transfer coefficient was
within ±0.8 W/m2 K for a 30-minute observation. Each experiment is repeated three
times with ±1.5% reproducibility.

4.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The reversal of heat direction and reduction in temperature fields was earlier
observed within the heated channel close to the exit (end effect) [97,105,106].
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Figure 4.2. Power distribution (nonuniform heating center peaking step (approximating
cosine shape)) around the heated channel

Table 4.2. Heat flux distribution around the heat channel
Axial division
0 - 0.25 (m)

0.25 - 0.50 (m)

0.50 - 0.75 (m)

0.75 - 1 (m)

Set 1

2.579 kW/m2

3.152 kW/m2

3.152 kW/m2

2.579 kW/m2

Set 2

2.292 kW/m2

2.865 kW/m2

2.865 kW/m2

2.292 kW/m2

Set 3

2.006 kW/m2

2.579 kW/m2

2.579 kW/m2

2.006 kW/m2

Set 4

1.719 kW/m2

2.292 kW/m2

2.292 kW/m2

1.719 kW/m2

Set 5

2.865 kW/m2

2.865 kW/m2

2.865 kW/m2

2.865 kW/m2

Similar thermal behavior was observed in the current study. At two different axial
positions along the heated channel (Z/L = 0.773 and 0.956), negative heat fluxes were
observed for uniform (Set 5, 50 W) as well as for all cases of nonuniform heating center
peaking step (approximating cosine shape). This behavior could be attributed to
nonuniform heating in terms of secondary flow [128], and the heat conduction between
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the two channels through the upper flange, which results in temperature variation along
the heated channel. These negative heat flux signals confirm that there is a reversal in the
direction of heat transfer from the flowing air to the inner surface of the heated channel.
The heat flow reversal can be caused by axial cooling conduction through the solid wall
of the heated channel (conjugate heat transfer) and the presence of the upper plenum as
an adiabatic extension with large expansion ratio at the outlet. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show
the reversal in the heat direction (negative signals of heat fluxes) from the adjacent air to
the inner wall for Z/L = 0.773 and 0.956. The negative signals of heat fluxes in Figures
4.3 and 4.4 showed that the heat was transferred from air to the inner wall of the heated
channel, while positive heat fluxes are observed for the remaining axial locations. Figure
4.5 shows all positive heat fluxes for Z/L =0.591. Negative heat fluxes are observed along
the cooled channel for all operating conditions. This confirms the downward flow and
establishment of natural circulation between upper and lower plena. It is interesting to
see the order of the negative heat flux. For the highest heating case, the negative heat
flux is also highest.

Figure 4.3. End effect at heated channel position Z/L = 0.773
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Figure 4.4. End effect at heated channel position Z/L = 0.956

Figure 4.5. End effect at heated channel position Z/L = 0.591

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the axial temperature profiles for the inner wall surface
and air centerline temperatures along the heated channel. The maximum surface
temperature is observed for uniform heat flux (set 5) at Z/L =0.773 and at Z/L =0.591 for
all nonuniform heating center peaking step sets. A sharp reduction is observed for
uniform heat flux (set 5) after Z/L = 0.773, but for nonuniform heating center peaking
step cases from Z/L = 0.591 to Z/L = 0.773, there is a plateau for sets 1, 2, 3, and 4. This
plateau is not seen for set 5 (uniform heating), where the temperature is still increasing
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after position Z/L = 0.591. For air centerline temperature, the temperature profile is
slightly different from inner wall surface temperature profile: 1) The maximum
temperature is observed at Z/L = 0.773 for all sets; 2) The plateau that exists in the inner
wall surface temperature is not observed in the air centerline temperature profile. This
thermal performance in terms of field temperatures could be attributed to an increase in
the air thermal conductivity, which leads to lower resistance and an increase in the
viscosity, causing the radial flow of the hotter layers of air to move nearer to the surface
toward the tube center. Figure 4.8 shows the heat transfer coefficient along the heated
channel, and the heat transfers from the adjacent air layer to the inner wall started after
Z/L = 0.591. This heat transfer reversal could be attributed to the downward axial cooling
conduction inside the solid wall of the heated channel from the upper plenum and cocirculation at the top section of the heated channel, as reported in the literature
[99,105,106,138,139]. The heat transfer coefficients decrease from the inlet Z/L = 0.044
to Z/L = 0.279. This could be attributed to the developing of hydrodynamic and thermal
boundary layers. Again in the values of the heat transfer coefficients is observed after Z/L
= 0.279 to Z/L = 0.591 due to the laminarization effects [115,119,136]. At Z/L = 0.409,
the heat transfer coefficient increases by 35% for nonuniform heating center peaking step
(sets 1and 2) with respect to the uniform heating (set 5), and it decreases by 56% for
nonuniform heating center peaking step (sets 3 and 4) with respect to the uniform heating
(set 5). It is very clear in Figure 4.8; there is reorder in the distributions of the local heat
transfer coefficients in descending order after the inflection point (after Z/L = 0.773).
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This could be attributed to the end effect [97,105,106]. The influence of the end
effect on values of the local heat transfer coefficients is very clear after Z/L = 0.591 in
terms of a decreasing trend.

Figure 4.6. Heated channel inner surface temperature

Figure 4.7. Heated channel centerline temperature
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Figure 4.8. Local heat transfer coefficient along the heated channel

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the temperature variations along the inner wall surface
and air centerline of the cooled channel. A decreasing trend in the field temperatures from
Z/L = 0.956 (inlet) to Z/L = 0.044 (outlet) is observed, which confirms the establishment
of natural circulation and downward flow.
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Figure 4.9. Temperature along the inner wall surface of the cooled channel

Figure 4.10. Temperature along air centerline of the cooled channel
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5. HEAT TRANSFER THERMAL RESPONSE FOR DIFFERENT COOLANTS
UNDER NATURAL CIRCULATION

The prismatic modular reactor (PMR) is considered a generation IV nuclear
reactor with higher safety, low operation and maintenance costs, and high thermal
efficiency. PMR is a gas-cooled and graphite -moderated reactor designed to accomplish
future energy needs. The core of the reactor consists of stacks of hexagonal graphite
blocks where the coolant channels and fuel rods are arranged. Natural circulation is
considered as one of the passive safety features of the prismatic modular reactor to
remove core decay heat during the Loss of Forced Cooling Accident (LOFA), especially
the pressurized conduction cooldown (PCC) accident scenario. PCC means the loss of
coolant flow has occurred, but the primary system remains at full pressure, the hotter
coolant channels will have coolant flowing upwards and will be returning from the cooler
channels. The second possible accident scenario under LOFA could be that of
depressurized conduction cooling down (DCC), where rupture of primary pipe etc. results
in rapid pressure drop in the system. In this case, coolant is expected to enter the reactor
pressure vessel from the breach. Several computational studies in the open literature
address the heat transfer characterization in the prismatic modular reactor during accident
scenario of pressurized conduction cooldown (PCC) [77,92,122,141,142]. Some
experimental results have been reported, but these studies lack the use of sophisticated
measurement techniques for natural circulation phenomena. The current study is
particularly significant because of the lack of the published information on the behavior
of various possible coolant gases such as nitrogen, carbon dioxide, helium, and argon to
investigate the intensity of natural circulation using different gases with different physical
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and thermal properties. Moteover, to invesigate the thermal response of the natural
circulation in terms of temperature and flow fields under high pressure. This comparative
study will enable well-informed selection of the best coolant for VHTR application as
well as provide data for CFD simulation validation. In this research, experimental results
and analysis are provided for natural circulation with different coolants at 413.7 kPa for
center peaking heat flux profile (mimicking cosine shape) along the riser channel. The
use of advanced instrumentation, detailed heat transfer data in terms of temperature fields
(centerline coolant and inner wall surface temperatures), and heat transfer coefficients
under natural circulation are presented here.

5.1. METHODOLOGY
A dual-channel facility of high temperature and pressure has been designed and
developed at Multiphase Reactors Engineering and Applications Laboratory (mReal) at
Missouri University of Science and Technology (S&T) to mimic the coolant flow in the
core of a prismatic very-high-temperature reactor [97,105-107,110,111,143-146]. The
current facility is designed with reference to OSU-HTTF [142] with a scale-down ratio ¼
axially and radially.
The core of the current facility mimics seven hexagonal blocks with 1 m height of
flow channels. The dual channel of constant diameter (0.016 m) is developed for coolant
flow; one for upward flow in the center block and one for downward at the outer block
along with the upper and lower plena. The current facility is made of stainless steel alloy
304 series to withstand high pressure and temperature. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show physical
picture and schematic diagram of the current setup.
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Figure 5.1. The dual channel facility

A cooling jacket is implemented around the upper plenum to control its outside
surface temperature of the downcomer channel (downward-flow) using an automatic
high-capacity chiller (Applied Thermal Control Ltd, K4 chiller). The natural circulation
is stimulated within the current facility by electrically heating the riser channel (near the
core center, upward-channel) at a nonuniform heat flux in cosine form as shown in Figure
5.3, and subjecting the other channel and the upper plenum outer surface to cooling by
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chilled water. Four gases of coolant are investigated in the current study (nitrogen, carbon
dioxide, helium, and argon) to determine the effect of outer surface temperature of the
upper plenum and downcomer channel (278.15 K) and nonuniform heat flux on the
intensity of natural circulation.

Figure 5.2. Schematic diagram of the dual channel facility
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Figure 5.3. Power and heat flux distribution around riser channel

The experiments are carried out at a high operating pressure of 413.7 kPa. An
advanced heat transfer technique consisting of a heat transfer foil sensor (with an
uncertainty of 2.5% of the sensor reading) and thermocouples (with an uncertainty of
0.75% of the reading) is adapted and implemented along the flow channels in the form of
a connection block. The foil sensor is used to measure the inner local heat flux (qi),
simultaneously with the inner surface temperature (Ts,i ). The thermocouple (T-type; 1.6
mm in diameter) were used to measure the centerline adjacent gas temperature (Tb,i) in
front of the sensor. It is important to note that the foil sensor can detect the heat transfer
direction. A positive signal indicates that the heat transfers from the inner channel wall to
the adjacent fluid, while a negative signal shows that heat transfers from the adjacent
fluid to the inner channel wall. By simultaneously measuring the local heat flux (qi),
inner surface temperature (Ts,i), and gas centerline temperature (Tb,i), the instantaneous
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heat transfer coefficient (hi) and local time-averaged heat transfer coefficient (havg) can be
calculated by equations (1,2) [97,105,106,112,113]:
The scaled-down dual channel was pressurized by coolant gas from the
commercially available cylinders at the desired pressure of 413.7 kPa. The chiller
provides chilled water at desired cooling temperatures of 278.15 K. The riser channel was
heated nonuniformly. N is the total data points; N= 2000 was selected to attain stable
values. Six non-dimensional axial positions along the riser channel (Z/L= 0.044, 0.279,
0.409, 0.591, 0.773, and 0.956) and three non-dimensional axial positions along the
downcomer channel (Z/L= 0.044, 0.5, and 0.956) were used to collect and measure the
heat transfer data during steady-state conditions. In the current study, we focused only on
measuring the heat transfer coefficients along the riser channel due to the small
temperature gradient along the downcomer channel [97,105-107,143,146,147]. Steady
state was achieved when temperature readings did not vary by more than 0.5 K and the
local heat transfer coefficient was within ±0.8 W/m2 K for a 30-minute observation. Each
experiment was repeated three times with ±1.5% reproducibility.

5.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.2.1. Inner Surface Temperature Profile. The axial distribution of the inner
surface temperature profile along the circulation loop is shown in Figure 5.4. The
temperature distribution shows that the axial temperature increased from the riser channel
inlet (Z/L=0.044) to the axial position of Z/L=0.591 for nitrogen, carbon dioxide, helium,
and argon. But the unique feature of helium temperature distribution is the observation
that from the riser channel inlet (Z/L=0.044) the temperature keeps rising till the axial
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position (Z/L=0.773). Also, higher temperatures are achieved for helium. The
temperature rise across the riser channel was observed to be 84, 95, 98 and 150 K for
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, argon, and helium respectively. Beyond these positions
(Z/L=0.773 for helium and Z/L=0.591 for all other gases), a reduction in the inner surface
temperature was observed. The initial temperature increase is attributed to the continuous
nonuniform heating applied around the riser channel. The reversal in the direction of the
heat transfer (end effect) and reduction in temperature profile were observed within the
riser channel close to the exit [97,105,106]. This behavior could be attributed to three
factors :1) nonuniform heating in terms of secondary flow [128], 2) the heat conduction
between the two channels through the upper flange, which results in temperature
variation along the riser channel, and 3) the phenomena of back-mixing (co-circulation)
that is also possible for this setup and hence would be a concern for VHTR. Back-mixing
is caused by the interaction of the rising plumes from the riser channel and the working
fluid in the upper plenum which in turn results in decreasing of the inner surface
temperature of heat flow direction reversal [97,105,106,115,116]. The distribution of the
inner surface temperatures along the downcomer channel exhibits similar thermal
behavior, as shown in Figure 5.4. A decreasing trend in the surface temperature from
Z/L= 0.956 (inlet from the upper plenum) to Z/L= 0.044 (outlet) was observed in the
downcomer channel which confirms the establishment of natural circulation.
5.2.2. Gas Centerline Temperature Profile. The distribution of the coolant
centerline temperature profile along the circulation loop is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4. Steady -state temperature profile for inner surface temperature along the
circulation loop

Figure 5.5. Steady -state temperature profile for gas centerline temperature along the
circulation loop
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One can notice that the axial distribution of the gases’ centerline temperature is
slightly different from the inner wall surface temperature. Notably; 1) The maximum
centerline temperature is observed at Z/L=0.773 for all gases; 2) A small plateau is
observed for helium centerline temperature between Z/L = 0. 773 and Z/L=0.956, while a
sharp reduction is observed for nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and argon centerline
temperatures as shown in Figure 5.5 due to the influence of end effect. The presence of
plateau suggests that the centerline temperature peaking is higher than Z/L=0.773 but
lower than Z/L=0.956. The appearance of a plateau instead of a sharp reduction for
helium close to the exit of the riser channel in terms of centerline helium temperature
could be attributed to the five-time higher specific heat of helium as compared to the
other gases [117]. A significant average increase of centerline temperature along the riser
channel was recorded as 110, 133, 151 and 204 K for carbon dioxide, nitrogen, argon,
and helium, respectively. The distribution of the centerline temperatures along the
downcomer channel exhibits similar thermal behavior, as shown in Figure 5.5. A
decreasing trend in the temperature from Z/L= 0.956 (inlet) to Z/L= 0.044 (outlet) was
observed in the downcomer channel which confirms the establishment of natural
circulation and downward flow.
5.2.3. Heat Transfer Coefficient. Heat transfer coefficient is a quantitative
characteristic of convective heat transfer efficiency between the flowing coolant and the
heated channel surface. The magnitude of the local heat transfer coefficient along the
riser channel for all different gases decreases between (Z/L= 0.044) to Z/L = 0.279 where
the value is at its minimum. This could be attributed to the development of
hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers. After this point, the local heat transfer
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coefficient starts to increase again, as shown in Figure 5.6, to a position of Z/L = 0.591.
An increase in the values of the heat transfer coefficients is observed after Z/L = 0.279 to
Z/L = 0.591 due to the laminarization effects (buoyancy-induced acceleration) [147]. The
highest heat transfer coefficient is observed at Z/L=0.591 for all gases. The highest value
is for helium followed by carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and argon, respectively. The
decrease between helium and argon was found to be 84%. The influence of end effect is
very clear on values of the local heat transfer coefficients after Z/L=0.591 in terms of a
decreasing trend. Negative heat transfer coefficients are observed for nitrogen, carbon
dioxide, and argon at Z/L = 0.773 and beyond, but for helium, only negative heat transfer
is observed at only Z/L=0.956. For the lower plenum and downcomer channel
temperature, the intensity of natural convection would be higher, giving rise to enhanced
convection.
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Figure 5.6. Axial distribution of heat transfer coefficient along the riser channel
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The GCR design characteristics are very different from existing reactors. For the
optimum design and safety analysis of GCR system, new developments are required for
technology analysis. In this chapter, a fundamental research articles were introduced to
establish the GCR safety analysis technology statues. As part of an effort to understand
the current status of GCR safety analysis technology, this chapter introduced the GCR
phenomena identification and event categorization and acceptance criteria developed at
home and abroad. This chapter presents the review outcome of current status and
prospect of the safety analysis technology of GCR. While these studies based on
assumptions which needs to be validated using benchmark data, and existing data are
carried out in simple geometries with limited measurement techniques and cannot be
extended to complex reactors, there is a real need to acquire local experimental data on
the natural circulation using sophisticated measurement techniques in a representative
geometry which is covered in my dissertation.
A scaled-down dual channel facility has been designed and developed at Missouri
S&T to investigate the heat transfer characterization of natural circulation experimentally
inside the core of a prismatic block reactor under pressurized conduction cooled-down
(PCC) accident scenario. In the current study, an advanced fast-response heat transfer
technique of flush-mounted foil sensors in conjunction with series of thermocouples was
used to measure the local heat transfer coefficients, inner surface temperatures, and
coolants centerline temperatures along the flow channels simultaneously.
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A uniformly heated dual channel circulation loop has been designed and
developed to investigate the natural circulation heat transfer within the prismatic block
nuclear reactor under the accident flow scenarios. Four values of the outer surface
temperatures of the upper plenum and downcomer channel (278.15, 288.15, 298.15, and
308.15 K) have been used to investigate the natural circulation heat transfer along the
riser channel. Helium is used as a working fluid at 413.685 kPa. A downward flow is
achieved along the downcomer channel in terms of negative A downward flow is
achieved along the downcomer channel in terms of negative heat fluxes and a decreasing
trend of temperature fields, confirming the presence of natural circulation. Similar to air,
negative heat transfer coefficients are observed for 288.15, 298.15, and 308.15 K at Z/L =
0.0.773, with the exception that for air this phenomenon was only observed for the very
last observation point. A reversal in the direction of heat transfer is observed close to the
exit due to interaction between rising lighter helium from the riser channel and denser
helium within the upper plenum. This phenomenon was also observed for air. A sharp
reduction in the inner wall surface temperature is observed close to the exit of the riser
channel, which is similar to the air behavior. However, the centerline gas temperature for
helium showed a plateau in contrast to a sharp reduction of air centerline temperature.
The temperature difference across the riser channel for the centerline helium temperature
is much greater than the inner wall surface temperature, and this could be attributed to the
higher specific heat of the helium. Results showed that the thermal performance of
helium is quite different than air in terms of temperature field’s distribution and end
effects and perhaps better suited as a coolant for natural circulation.
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The most significant study variable is the nonuniform heating distribution that
comes in the form of stepwise- reducing and stepwise-increasing cases (1.432 kW/m2 to
3.152 kW/m2) along the riser channel in dual-channel circulation. The impact of flux shape
was pronounced in air as a working fluid at 413.7 kPa and outer surface temperature of
5°C for downcomer and upper plenum. Similar to the case of uniform heating, heat transfer
reversal was observed for all experimental conditions with different values of stepwisereducing and stepwise-increasing close to the exit (Z/L = 0.773 and 0.956). The maximum
temperature in the inner wall surface was observed at Z/L=0.591 and the air centerline at
Z/L=0.773 for all cases of stepwise-reducing flux. For stepwise-increasing cases, the
maximum temperature in the inner wall surface and the air centerline were both observed
at Z/L=0.773. A significant reduction of the field temperatures along the riser channel was
observed (24.5% and 22.4%) for inner surface and air centerline temperatures, respectively.
For stepwise-increasing cases, a significant reduction of riser channel temperature is
observed with decreasing stepwise-increasing heating by 25.6 % and 23.1% for the inner
surface and air centerline temperatures, respectively. The average values of the heat
����L ) were decreased with
transfer coefficient(h� L ) and the average Nusselt number (Nu

reducing the heating by 38% and 19% for stepwise-reducing heating, respectively, and by
32% and 13% for the stepwise-increasing heating, respectively. Negative heat transfer
coefficients were observed for all experimental conditions from Z/L = 0.773 to Z/L= 0.956,
and these values were excluded for calculations of the average heat transfer coefficient and
Nusselt number along the riser channel.
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Nonuniform heating center peaking step (approximating cosine shape) within
the dual-channel circulation loop of upper and lower plena have been designed and
developed to investigate the natural circulation heat transfer within the prismatic block
nuclear reactor (PMR) under the PCC accident scenario at a higher operating pressure

of 413.7 kPa (60 psi). In figure 4.7, one can notice that case 1 (center peaking case) and
case 5 with uniform heat flux with the same total heat input produce different results. The
exit temperature of the center peaking case is higher than the uniform heating case.
Therefore, the heat flux profile is expected to play a significant role in the overall heating
of the coolant. Moreover, a reversal of heat direction and reduction in temperature fields
is observed at two different axial positions along the heated channel (Z/L = 0.773 and
0.956). The maximum surface temperature is observed for uniform heat flux (set 5) at Z/L
= 0.773 and at Z/L = 0.591 for all nonuniform heating center peaking step sets. Negative
heat transfer coefficients were observed for all experimental conditions from Z/L = 0.773
to Z/L = 0.956, and there is reorder in the curves in the descending order after the
inflection point (after Z/L = 0.773).
A scaled-down dual channel facility has been to investigate the effect of the upper
plenum and downcomer channel outer surface temperature of 278.15 K on the heat
transfer characterization of natural circulation was investigated by using four different
working fluids (nitrogen, carbon dioxide, helium, and argon) at a higher operating

pressure of 413.7 kPa (60 psi). The heat transfer reversal was observed close to the exit
(Z/L = 0.773 and 0.956) for all experiments with different values of flux peaking. The
maximum temperature in the inner wall surface was observed at Z/L=0.591 for all gases
except helium for which the maximum was observed at Z/L=0.773. The measured data
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clearly shows the advantage of using helium as compared to other gases. Due to its
higher heat transfer coefficient and temperature fields for all operating conditions. Hence,
helium is capable of absorbing and transferring significantly more heat in the riser
channel enhancing the overall thermal efficiency of the system. Furthermore, the
temperature peaking was observed at a higher location along the riser channel.
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